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In mid-February 2023, I reported that the U.S. government has secretly been tracking

those who didn't get the COVID jab, or are only partially jabbed, through a previously
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In mid-February 2023, I reported that the U.S. government has secretly been tracking

those who didn’t get the COVID jab, or are only partially jabbed, through a previously

unknown surveillance program



Within days, fact checkers tried to debunk the idea that individual people are being

tracked, or that these data could be misused by government or third parties



COVID “vaccination” status was not considered a private medical matter at all during

2021 and 2022, yet mainstream media now want you to believe that your COVID jab

status is protected by medical privacy laws



Your medical data are not nearly as private as you think. The Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) is rife with exemptions when it comes to

your privacy. Federal agencies such as Health and Human Services (HHS) and the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, for example, are exempt from the privacy

clauses and can access identiWable data — especially if there’s an outbreak of

infectious disease, be it real or Wctitious



Government agencies and a number of third parties or “covered entities” can also use

a number of loopholes to re-identify previously de-identiWed patient data
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unknown surveillance program designed by the U.S. National Center for Health

Statistics (NCHS), a division of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Within days, fact checkers were burning the midnight oil trying to debunk the idea that

individual people are being tracked, or that these data could be misused by

government or third parties.

Strangely enough, the most egregious "misinformation" example USA Today's fact

checker could Wnd was a social media post that "generated nearly 200 likes in less

than a month."  Two hundred likes? To most in^uencers, that's nothing, especially not

over the course of 30 days.

Why is USA Today stressing over a post with 200 likes? Seems a bit panicky if you ask

me. Reuters also came out with a fact check and, like USA Today, Reuters claimed

there was a lack of "context:"

"New diagnostic codes that describe a patient as under-immunized against

COVID-19 were introduced to help doctors identify patients potentially at risk

for more-severe COVID and to help health oCcials track vaccine

effectiveness and mortality statistics, among other public health questions,

not for U.S. government tracking of unvaccinated individuals, as some are

claiming online.

The codes in an individual's medical record, like all personal health

information, are protected by U.S. privacy law and could only be analyzed at

the group or population level uncoupled from individual identities …"

Your Medical Records Are Far From Private

As is so often the case, the fact checkers are the ones taking the issue out of context

or, rather, not presenting the full picture. The fact is, your medical data are not nearly

as private as you think. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
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(HIPAA) is rife with exemptions when it comes to your privacy.

Federal agencies such as Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention have every right to access identiWable information, as

they are exempt from the privacy clauses, and they're particularly justiWed to access

your private vaccination data if there's an outbreak of infectious disease, be it real or

Wctitious. As noted in the HHS's and CDC's HIPAA guidance:

"Balancing the protection of individual health information with the need to

protect public health, the Privacy Rule expressly permits disclosures without

individual authorization to public health authorities authorized by law to

collect or receive the information for the purpose of preventing or controlling

disease, injury, or disability, including but not limited to public health

surveillance, investigation, and intervention …

[T]he Privacy Rule expressly permits PHI [protected health information] to be

shared for speciTed public health purposes. For example, covered entities

may disclose PHI, without individual authorization, to a public health

authority legally authorized to collect or receive the information for the

purpose of preventing or controlling disease, injury, or disability …

Further, the Privacy Rule permits covered entities to make disclosures that

are required by other laws, including laws that require disclosures for public

health purposes."

Loopholes Also Allow Re-IdentiGcation of Personal Data

Government agencies and a number of third parties or "covered entities" can also use

a number of loopholes to re-identify previously de-identiWed patient data. As

explained in a CDC Public Health Law document detailing the lawful sharing of private

medical data:
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"While HIPAA limits the use and disclosure of health information, it also

permits certain secondary use exceptions for public health purposes. HIPAA

provides certain circumstances under which patient data can be disclosed to

health departments without patient authorization.

Under HIPAA, providers may disclose identiTable patient data (protected

health information or PHI) if required by law, allowing states to pass legal

exceptions to HIPAA restrictions.

Providers may also disclose PHI to health departments without patient

authorization for public health activities, such as communicable disease

reporting, or to a public health authority to prevent or control disease, injury,

or disability under the public health exemption. A covered entity may access,

use, and disclose PHI for clinical research without an individual's

authorization if:

1) it obtains documentation of waiver of individual's authorization by an

institutional review board or privacy board

2) the PHI is necessary for this research

3) the research is using PHI of decedents

Providers may disclose EHI without patient authorization when the data have

been 'de-identiTed' … but still permits re-identiTcation by providers or

regional health information organizations through randomized patient source

codes should a public health alert or case report become necessary.

Finally, providers may disclose a 'limited data set,' including dates and zip

codes, without authorization and still re-identify patients if they maintain

patient codes derived from certain identiTers."

So, can your vaccination status be accessed by federal health agencies? Yes. Can



that information be identiWable? Absolutely yes. Does that mean that you, as an

individual, could be surveilled and/or get caught in a forced vaccination dragnet or

end up experiencing negative repercussions in other areas of your life due to your

vaccination status? Probably.

U.S. "privacy" laws certainly make allowances for such scenarios, and considering the

behavior of government over the past three years, it would be naïve to believe they

would never use your vaccination data against you.

Reuters Muddies the Water

Reuters also muddies the water in other ways. For example, the fact check stresses

that medical providers have used the general code Z28.3 (which represents

"underimmunized") since 2015, and that "these codes are not used with purposes

beyond monitoring and reporting diseases and mortality statistics or for insurance

billing."

While it's true that the International ClassiWcation of Diseases (ICD) code Z28.3 has

been around for years, the new subcodes that track COVID jab status were added in

mid-September 2021 during a ICD-10 Coordination and Maintenance Committee

meeting, and during that meeting, they speciWed that "there is interest in being able to

track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized."

Below is a screenshot of page 194 of the agenda  distributed during that meeting.

There's no ambiguity here. The new ICD-10 codes were added for the speciWc purpose

of "tracking people" who are unjabbed or only partially jabbed against COVID-19.

They didn't say they wanted to track "general population data." They speciWcally said

"people" are to be tracked. They also clearly state that this tracking is "of value for

public health" — and again, the key words "public health" open the door to federal

health agencies accessing identiWable data.
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Moreover, additional subcodes specify the "why" a person chose not to get the COVID

shot or stopped getting boosters. Those codes are listed in the screenshot below,

under Z28.3 Underimmunization Status.7



The use of "delinquent immunization status" under code Z28.39 also tells us

something about where this is all headed. "Delinquent" means being "neglectful of a

duty" or being "guilty of an offense." Is refusing boosters a criminal offense? Perhaps

not today, but some day, it might be, and these codes lay the foundation for that kind

of medical persecution.

All Missed Vaccinations Will Be Tracked

Another tipoff that these codes will become part and parcel of the biosecurity control

grid, even if they're not used in this way now, is the fact that code Z28.39 — "Other

underimmunization status"  — is to be used "when a patient is not current on other,

non-COVID vaccines."

In other words, they have already begun tracking ALL of your vaccinations, not just

the COVID shot, and they can use the Z28.3 sub-codes to identify why you refused a

given vaccine.

They've also added a billable ICD-10 code for "immunization safety counseling," which

explains the codes detailing "why" you refused a vaccine. So, if you didn't get a

vaccine due to "personal decision" (code Z28.2), or due to "personal beliefs or group
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pressure" (code Z28.1), then your doctor can bill your insurance for regurgitating

vaccine propaganda and trying to change your mind.

Codes Could Be Put to Good Use

Giving credit where credit is due, Reuters Fact Check did point out a potentially

beneWcial purpose for the new ICD-10 codes:

"[Eric Burnett, who specializes in hospital and internal medicine at Columbia

University] said the ICD-10 codes could also help track data on vaccine

eCcacy, including comparisons between vaccination statuses of hospital or

ICU patients with COVID, or patient mortality data based on vaccination

status."

That would be great, but the risk of these data being misused by the government is, I

believe, greater than the possibility of them being used to protect the public from

dangerous mRNA shots, seeing how overwhelming amounts of data showing harms

are already being willfully ignored.

CDC Refuses to Answer Questions About the New Codes

Another red ^ag is the fact that the CDC has refused to answer questions about how

it intends to use the new ICD-10 codes. In mid-February 2023, nine House

Republicans sent a letter to the CDC demanding answers to these Wve questions:

1. Why did the CDC and National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) decide to start

gathering data on why Americans chose not to take the COVID-19 vaccine?

2. How do the CDC and NCHS intend to use these new COVID-19 vaccination ICD

codes?

3. What steps are the CDC and NCHS taking to ensure that Americans' private
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health information contained in the ICD system is protected?

4. Will the CDC and NCHS conWrm that they have not, will not, and cannot create a

database of Americans based on their COVID-19 vaccination status?

5. Can the CDC and NCHS conWrm that private companies do not have access to

lists of Americans' COVID-19 vaccination status through the ICD system, or any

other database overseen by the CDC and NCHS

As reported by The Daily Signal February 28, 2023, the CDC for some reason does not

want to answer these questions:

"The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention told The Daily Signal that it

'will not be tracking' the reasons Americans give for refusing to take a COVID-

19 vaccine … Meanwhile, congressional Republicans told The Daily Signal

that the CDC failed to respond to their questions by a deadline last week.

'Two weeks ago, we sent a letter to the CDC demanding answers about its

new COVID-19 vaccine database,' Rep. Josh Brecheen, R-Okla., told The Daily

Signal in a statement …

'The CDC is stonewalling us and refusing to respond. Why won't the CDC

explain why it's gathering data about Americans' personal choices? House

Republicans are not afraid to use the budgetary process to keep the CDC

accountable to the American people,' Brecheen warned.

House Republicans raised the alarm about the CDC's involvement with the

World Health Organization's recently codiTed International ClassiTcation of

Disease, or ICD, codes related to COVID-19 vaccination status, which went

into effect last April. The codes enable the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention to collect data on the reasons Americans refuse to take one of the

vaccines …

'The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS
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does not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this

information,' Nick Spinelli, a CDC spokesman, said in an emailed statement.

'The codes are developed and managed by the World Health Organization to

enable healthcare providers to track within their practices …'"

End Goal Is Global Database for the Vaccine Passport System

The mention of the WHO brings me to my next point, which is that all of this

information will likely, eventually, be transferred into a global vaccination database.

Hence the reason why the WHO develops and manages the ICD-10 codes. It's to allow

for the "harmonization" of health care across the world.

Incidentally, the fact that the WHO develops and manages these codes also means

that the WHO has approved these new codes that track vaccination status, and we

already know that the WHO is working on a global vaccine passport.

“ COVID 'vaccination' status was not considered a
private medical matter at all during 2021 and 2022,
yet mainstream media now want you to believe that
your COVID jab status is protected by medical
privacy laws.”

To work properly, a global vaccine passport system needs a global vaccination

database, and there's no telling what privacy measures, if any, such a database might

end up with. What we do know is that white papers  and proposed legislation

published during the COVID era that discuss health tracking and/or vaccine passports

have stressed that privacy concerns must be relaxed or dropped altogether to ensure

global biosecurity.

We also saw how COVID "vaccination" status was not considered a private medical
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matter at all during 2021 and 2022. In many places, you had to disclose your status

and show proof that you'd been jabbed. Yet mainstream media now want you to

believe that your COVID jab status is protected by medical privacy laws. What a joke.

As noted by Dr. Robert Malone in a January 25, 2023, Substack article, this vaccine

passport system is being put into place right under our noses, and it would be

incredibly naïve to think that these new ICD-10 codes are not part of that scheme:

"The administrative state is busy building a vaccine passport system that will

be active before most Americans are aware of what is being done to them.

No one is going to knock on your door asking for your vaccine status

because they already know …

They don't need approval from Congress or the courts because we have given

them the information through our health care providers. The CDC is the

governmental organization tasked with tracking vaccine status on

individuals.

They already have the records, as well as updated booster information. They

just need to tweak a deTnition here and there, or get President Biden to keep

the COVID-19 public health emergency in place indeTnitely and the vaccine

passports will be a fait accompli."

A Data Collection Dragnet

As of January 1, 2014, the U.S. government required public and private health care

providers to adopt and use electronic medical records (EMR) if they wanted to quality

for full Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement.

The government also Wnancially incentivized physicians and hospitals to adopt

electronic HEALTH records or EHR.  The difference between EMR and EHR is that

EHR provides a far more comprehensive patient history than EMR, as it contains a
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patient's medical history from more than one medical practice.

In essence, EHR is what you get when doctors share your medical data to create one

comprehensive Wle that covers all your interactions with the medical system. While

that sounds good in theory, Big Pharma immediately seized the opportunity to misuse

it by placing drug ads within the EHR system.

This in turn has driven up medical costs and resulted in poor prescribing decisions

that put patients at risk.  Patients are also directly targeted with drug marketing

through patient portals.

Physicians and hospitals who adopted EHR got paid extra. Between January 1, 2011

and December 31, 2016, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) paid

out EHR incentive payments to hospitals totaling $14.6 billion.  Meanwhile, those

who chose not to capture, share and report clinical data on patients were Wnancially

penalized through reduced Medicare reimbursements.

Needless to say, these "sticks" and "carrots" led to the rapid adoption of both EMR and

EHR, both of which government requires if it wants the power to control the

population through medicine, and we now know that's exactly what government

intends to do.

Transhumanism Is Being Implemented Through Food and
Medicine

At the end of September 2022, President Biden laid out a "bold goal" to "end hunger

and increase healthy eating and physical activity by 2030" through a federally-backed

"Food Is Medicine" campaign.

Integrating food and nutrition with health care so that food and health policies are

under one umbrella will facilitate the creation of new policies, funding and control

over both areas. Eventually, food purchases and health records will be linked to your
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vaccine passport/digital identity, which also holds your educational records, travel

records, work records and bank accounts.

That this "Food Is Medicine" campaign has nothing to do with promoting real nutrition

or whole food is obvious, as that same month Biden also signed the "Executive Order

on Advancing Biotechnology and Biomanufacturing Innovation for a Sustainable, Safe

and Secure American Bioeconomy."

This speciWes that biotechnology and genetic engineering be used to transform the

food and medical industries in order to promote a transhumanist agenda. It's all about

creating fake, synthetic and genetically manipulated foods and tinkering with the

human genome.

On a larger scale, this plan is also promoted by the World Health Organization, which

is trying to seize power over health care globally through International Health

Regulation (IHR) amendments and the Pandemic Treaty. For more information on

that, see "Pandemic Treaty Will Usher In Unelected One World Government."

The WHO is also seeking to put food, medicine and climate under one umbrella. This

would allow it to control the global population in any number of ways, as a climate

issue could be positioned as a public health issue, or a food issue, and vice versa. In

other words, people could be forced to eat bugs instead of beef because it "beneWts

the climate." Private vehicle use could be restricted because it helps lower vehicular

pollution that endangers public health, and so on.

So, to bring us full circle back to where we started, while media are now trying to lull

you to sleep with "promises" that there's nothing nefarious about tracking the

unvaccinated or "undervaccinated," think long and hard before you close your eyes to

the possibility that this is all part of biosecurity-based totalitarian control grid.

Login or Join to comment on this article
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otis101

Dear CDC, I am code Z28.310, unvaccinated for any of your depopulation bioweapons. Will admit to

one ^u shot in 1996. You know where my records are. The VA and Adventist.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Guillermou

Very good Otis, courage and bravery always defeat fear. According to a document posted on the

CMS federal government website, the new tracking codes for the unvaccinated and partially

vaccinated began to be used in April 2022. An NIH government website further states of the

ICD-10-CM diagnosis codes that they “tell the story of each patient encounter, describe the

etiologies of the disease process, explain complications of care, provide basis for medical

necessity, support coverage for payment purposes, identify disease incidence and support

statistical monitoring of health care practices, as well as provide information on disease status in

medical practices throughout the process of attention".

“The lesson here is this: stay far, far away from all doctors and hospitals,” someone suggested on

Twitter about how to avoid being tracked by the government in this way. “These people are

criminals and should be prosecuted for this tracing of unvaccinated people,” suggested another. “I

am so angry now, even more than when my doctor's nurse asked me if I was vaccinated. I

suspected this was going to happen and told him he had no right to ask me about it."

nationalWle.com/exclusive-the-federal-government-is-tracking-unvaccin..  surveillance-program/

(2023)

Posted On 04/18/2023
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epi-cure

Otis   every proper medical/biological experiment requires some semblance of a control group so

thanks for your contribution. And be sure the variables account for utilization of favorite ice cream.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

otis101

Since I am part of an International SARS-CoV-2 Control group, independent, non governmental and

non pharmaceutical, CDC can easily keep tabs on us. 35,000 just in the U.S. in this group and

300,000 plus around the world. We receive an email once a month to update our health and vax

status. Join the group, but no ice cream. https://vaxcontrolgroup.com

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

rrealrose

Hi Otis, did you notice there is no code for covid-recovered? No admission of natural immunity in

the CMS health care system either? Geeze, no wonder those who had measles and chickenpox

when growing up are of no use for medical trials. Most Americans under age 40 have no clue

natural immunity even exists!

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

epi-cure

Throw another log on the Biden Wre:

 rumble.com/v2iummx-former-obama-staffer-reveals-corruption-involving-h..

Posted On 04/18/2023
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plastictekkie

Thank you Otis, I am going to join. But still, somewhat cautious because their site uses Google

tracking. Not a good omen.  At 84 and having recovered from covid twice, I no longer fear it... I now

have great 25OH Vitamin D test results (around 100), and have a supply of IVM in safe easy

access. As long as I can avoid the vax, I am planning to live happily for a few more years, digging in

the dirt and helping to feed my neighbors by donating organic veggies to the local food bank.

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

healingartist

I am 62. I have not seen a doctor in 20+ years, and, by the grace of Almighty God, will continue to opt

out of the medical cabal. Also, God has blessed me with living in a rural, mountainous region in the

southeast. We grow most of our food and have a farmer that rotational grazes livestock on 23 of our 27

acres, regenerating the land while providing clean protein. I am learning to hunt deer to supplement

and share with others. There is a growing number of Americans joining the American State Nationals,

essentially creating a parallel society. I would encourage everyone to move in that direction. God wins,

but, in the neantime, we are called to take right action.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

imaginal110

Canadians too. way to go healingartist. I'm learning to hunt too. A long way to go to create that

parallel society yet ... it's the way.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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Guillermou

We have to realize that the earth creates all our food, puriWes and provides nutrients to the water,

and performs a great regeneration of our planet. Animals, as entities that are part of planet Earth,

enter into this chain of puriWcation, regeneration and food, and can beneWt from its properties. We

need true science, upright people who project wisdom to promote the health of the planet and the

living beings that inhabit it. Our future well-being depends on placing relationships Wrst in our

collective interests. When nature is taken care of, we also stay with ourselves. All meaning arises

from coordinated action and what we consider real and valuable depends on the well-being that we

project, with the effort of local regenerative agriculture.

Relationships with others and with nature must imply respect and an order of priorities that must

be supported by preserving it as the birth of the creator's work. From the holistic approach, the

global well-being of each one of us will depend on the balance between all aspects of our mind and

body. We know that what happens in our physical body directly affects our emotional, mental and

spiritual dimensions and that the same thing happens in reverse.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

SomeMo888

God bless you, I dream of this parallel society and know there are plenty out there who feel the

same. We don’t need politicians ruling over us.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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epi-cure

Our creator gave us intelligence such that when properly used we are the stewards that uphold the

bounty of creation. The bogus carbon credits agenda and those instigating it for proWt and control

blasphemes this creation. So many people are immobilized in the grip of fear and despondency. Be

Fearless:  swisscows.com/en/video/watch?query=pink%20^oyd%3A%20fearless&id=7..

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

otis101

Urban soil and country soil contaminated close to same when it comes to certain toxins. Before

planting that healthy garden do some soil testing.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/contaminated-soil-natural-ecosyste..  ~~~~~~~~~~

epi-cure great song, thanks. A link to your linked song but for the hearing impaired with lyrics.

swisscows.com/en/video/watch?query=pink%20^oyd%3A%20fearless&id=6..

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Lee1959

Do you have a link to American State Nationals? I am becoming more and more reluctant to Google

anything that smacks of conservatism anymore.

Posted On 04/19/2023
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TRISHA725

According to the 1947 Nuremberg code, it is illegal to mandate enforcement of vaccines upon penalty

of death

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

kev8395

Trisha. Unfortunately the Nuremberg Code is not worth the paper it is written on. Not a single

country has signed up to it to make themselves accountable to it's ethics. In the 1990s a US judge

ruled that the code can be used in lawsuits for medical malpractice in the US which is something

positive at least. There is no death penalty, this is an online myth based on Nazi doctors being

executed in Nuremberg in the post war trials held there. At best it is a guideline, a statement of

principles which has been ignored for 70 years. In the US in the 1960s oncologists deliberately

murdered 12 children with fatal doses of a chemotherapy drug just so they could Wnd out what the

50 rate is.

The 50 rate is at what point does a drug kill more than half the people in a control group due to its

toxicity. All the children were killed. No code invoked, no police interview, no medical board

interview....on they went with their careers. Dr Vernon Coleman says that most doctors have a God

complex and a psychopathic personality and he advices to keep far, far away from all of them

unless we have an injury such as a burn or broken bone.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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Guillermou

Yes, despite the fact that the Nuremberg Code of 1947 is the most important legal document in the

history of the ethics of medical research. He established 10 fundamental principles of ethical

clinical research. The Wrst and foremost principle is unequivocal. "The voluntary consent of the

human subject is absolutely essential." governments and globalists are burying the Nuremberg

Code, but there have been ethics-based applications of the code; In 2009, the US Court of Appeals

for the Second Circuit for the Southern District of New York cited the Nuremberg Code as: “the

universally accepted norm in customary international law regarding non-consensual medical

experimentation”.

The case involved PWzer, which conducted an unapproved trial of its experimental antibiotic,

Trovan, in children in Nigeria. The court found PWzer guilty. Rabbi Abdullahi, et al. v. PWzer, Inc., 562

F.3d (2d Cir. 2009). Among the non-consensual experiments that the court cited as the basis for its

convictions were drug tests for immunization against malaria, epidemic jaundice, typhus, smallpox

and cholera.

Seven of the convicted doctors were sentenced to death and the remaining eight to various prison

terms. The US court's conclusion that the action that violated the Wrst principle of the Code

constituted a crime against humanity is a lucid indication of the international legal signiWcance of

the prohibition on non-consensual medical experimentation."

www.globalresearch.ca/holocaust-survivor-vera-sharav-stop-master-plan-..  (06/21/2021)

,......www.globalresearch.ca/signiWcance-nuremberg-code-universal-right-info..  (04/22/2021)
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Guillermou

According to renowned American international law expert Francis Boyle, since the Nuremberg War

Crimes Tribunal in 1945, the mere threat of nuclear weapons is “nuclear terrorism” and a “crime

against peace and humanity”. In addition, the US-NATO already seems to be preparing for a big

war. But it's not just corrupt government owcials, unscrupulous billionaire technocrats, or

megalomaniac "humanitarians" who need to stop hating: we fathers, mothers, and grandparents,

as well as all rational people in the world, have the duty to stop hating and consult the reason. On

August 20, 2022, at a commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the introduction of the

Nuremberg Code, Holocaust survivor Vera Sharav from the US drew attention to the sinister

parallels between the 1930s and the present.

She compared the current political situation to the beginnings of National Socialism, where

fundamental rights were also gradually abandoned and groups of people were deliberately viliWed

and excluded. Literally, she said: "The Holocaust did not start in the gas chambers of Auschwitz

and Treblinka." Finally, she prophesied: "If we don't all resist, it will never be like this again!"

www.globalresearch.ca/listen-mothers-fathers-future-our-children-stake..  (08/29/2022)

.-----childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vera-sharav-nuremberg-code-speech-..  (08(22/2022)
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Guillermou

Lawyer Thomas Renz said the whole thing is an exercise in fear and manipulation, detailing how

the entire system, including government agencies, the mainstream media and Big Pharma, have

been lying to the public to push for more tyranny and sell more drugs. Renz calls this effort

Nuremberg 2.0 after the Wrst Nuremberg trials that occurred after World War II. “This is all a fraud,”

Renz says of the plandemic. “Fear, manipulation, and ultimately fraud and death drive it. We have

to have independent investigations by people with the authority to prosecute.” Attorney Thomas

Renz called for a special independent prosecutor to investigate the criminal and civil wrongdoing

of Dr. Anthony Fauci, the FDA, CDC, DHHS, and others, such as the mainstream media, who may be

guilty of marketing and licensing this deadly injection renz-law.com/.../.-----  Now Action Alliance, a

group of German activists, is organizing on Saturday, August 20, “75 Years of the Nuremberg Code:

No More Forced Medical Procedures”, a public lecture to commemorate the 75th anniversary of

the Nuremberg Code.

Among its 10 principles, the code highlights the notion that forced medical procedures constitute a

crime when performed without prior, voluntary and fully informed consent. Throughout the

COVID-19 pandemic, many activists from a variety of organizations have drawn attention to the

parallels between human rights abuses during World War II and the global deployment of COVID-19

policies, including public and private mandates for experimental vaccines and the use of vaccine

passports, both of which constitute the display of coercion and force in connection with a medical

procedure, a practice denounced as unethical in the Nuremberg Code.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/75-anniversary-nuremberg-code-chd-..  (08/19/22)
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Guillermou

On August 20, an impressive list of international speakers traveled to Nuremberg to commemorate

the 75th anniversary of the Nuremberg Code. Now, of all time, in its jubilee year, this achievement

of humanity faces the greatest diwculties since it was written. WATCH the historic event LIVE at

7am EST | 1:00 p.m. ET | 4 a.m. m. PST or watch the replay. Speakers include CHD President Mary

Holland, CHD Africa CEO Shabnam Palesa Mohamed, Dr. Tess Lawrie, Martin Michealis, Stew

Bresnik, Rolf Kron and more. For more information, please visit the 75th anniversary website

www.xn--75jahre-nrnberger-kodex-kpc.de . THE NUREMBERG CODE: 75TH ANNUAL

COMMEMORATION live.childrenshealthdefense.org/75th-commemoration-of-the-nuremberg-co..

 a499-d314a30cdd2b (08/20/22) NUREMBURG CODE 2.0 MEETING - AUG 20,

2022rumble.com/v1gjzxv-nuremburg-code-2.0-meeting-august-20-2022.html .------- NUREMBURG

CODE 2.0 MEETING - AUGUST 20, 2022

rumble.com/v1gylhn-nuremburg-code-2.0-meeting-august-20-2022.html
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Guillermou

MARY HOLLAND: THOSE WHO VIOLATED THE NUREMBERG CODE SHOULD BE PROSECUTED FOR

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY Over the past two and a half years, tragically, we have witnessed a

global assault on the Nuremberg Code, according to Children's Health Defense President Mary

Holland . We can restore this foundation of medical ethics, but only if we come together.

Governments, medical establishments, universities, and the media have violated the Wrst principle

and every other principle of the 10-point code. They have forced people to become human guinea

pigs. They have forced people, at the cost of their livelihood, identity, health, friendships, and even

family relationships, to take experimental gene-altering injections, experimental tests, and

inadequately tested medical devices https://childrenshealthdefense .

org/defender/mary-holland-nuremberg-code-anniversary-speech/ (08/22/22) NUREMBURG CODE

2.0 MEETING - AUGUST 20, 2022

rumble.com/v1gjzxv-nuremburg-code-2.0-meeting-august-20-2022.html
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imaginal110

Yes, today is Holocaust Memorial Day. What's happening now is related to the lead-up to the

Holocaust, as most readers here may know. I am always touched and inspired to hear from

survivor Vera Shavez who draws the parallels in powerful words and images. Gui's pointed to some

talks of hers and perhaps others did too. This one is recent and excellent:

rumble.com/v2htkfq-vera-sharavs-historic-nuremberg-speech-eugenics-the..   And the whole

"Never Again is Now Global" series on ChildrensHealthDefense.org, with her at the front, brings our

situation home.
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wendyb.

So many of them have done illegal things now and should be prosecuted by law. But, all we hear is,

Should be’, and rightfully so. Maybe everyone in the system fears they are also guilty and/or

bought - and the case goes to bought’ courts.
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Brocephus

Trisha725 Won’t the Medical authorities’ simply say these medical procedures are not an

experiment but are an absolute necessity.
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jhy7142

Well TRISHA with no one to up hold that law it means nothing . That law was put in place by the

same people killing us now . It served its purpose , to demonize a certain people while the true

DEMONS run free . Most of history was written to bring us to this very time we live or die in .All lies

or should I say the ALLIES of WW2 .
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Robert from Alberta Canada

"it is illegal to mandate enforcement of vaccines upon penalty of death"... nothing was mandated...

the TV watcher type zombies had to sign a consent form for these experimental graphene

injections beforehand... and they all know it and likely remember it very well... over and over again

everyday now in very regrettable hindsight... big oops, eh? And the Control Group... well we all tried

to warn ya but you just wouldn't listen... or even check out what Herr Doktor Mercola had Wgured

out well over 20 years ago. Consent form for COVID-19 Immunization Alberta Health ...[er

Eugenics] Services www.albertahealthservices.ca/frm-21765.pdf  In clinical trials for both the

PWzer-BioNTech and Moderna vaccines, there were no reports of myocarditis or pericarditis in

children age 6 months to 5 years or in adults who got the bivalent vaccines.

Research is still happening to learn more about the risk of these events after a getting a bivalent

vaccine and the risks in babies and children. It is not known if having a history of myocarditis or

pericarditis puts you at higher risk of having these rare events after a COVID-19 vaccine. Talk to

your doctor before you get a dose of COVID-19 vaccine if: x You had myocarditis or pericarditis

within 6 weeks of getting a COVID-19 vaccine.

x You have a history of myocarditis or pericarditis and you have questions about getting a

COVID-19 vaccine. Research is happening to learn more about the risks of these rare events. Your

risk of getting seriously ill from COVID-19 is much higher than your risk of having a rare event after

these vaccines. Go to COVID-19 vaccine Frequently Asked Questions on

ahs.ca/topics/Page17389.aspx for more information The AUSSIE version - much the same

COVID-19 vaccination Consent form for COVID-19 vaccination - A patient consent form for

COVID-19 vaccination. www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/covid-19-vaccination-consent-..
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RichardNoakes

Me: Do my free salt water cure as soon as you think you might have caught a nasal

infection/cold/^u/coronavirus and that's that - nothing will happen. The sooner you do my free

treatment, the quicker it is killed off, most times just one or two nasal washes are enough to get the job

done - 3 to 6 minutes of your valuable "the time of your life". Mix one heaped teaspoon of salt (I use

shop bought, Iodine based, table salt) in a mug of clean cold or warm water, cup a hand and pour in

some solution, sniff or snort the entire contents up your nose, in small doses, spitting out anything

which comes down into your mouth.

If a burning sensation, then you have a virus in your nasal passages, behind your eyes, in the

escutcheon tubes to your inner ears, brain bulb, brain stem (hence Long Covid) so wait until burning

stops (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose with toilet paper and ^ush away, washing your hands

afterwards. Do my free salt water cure morning, noon, night, or more often if you want for a quicker

result, until it feels like you are ^ushing with water - job done.
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moxa1man

May I suggest if you're going to inhale salt water into your sinuses make sure the water is either

sterile, RO Wltered, or distilled. Brain eating amoeba have been found in drinking water.
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caws

Please use NEILMD for this. It is cheap, over the counter & comes with pre-measured sterilized salt

packs and make sure your water is distilled or at least boiled & cooled. The large squirt bottle

delivers a powerful spray that gets it deep into sinus and I personally lay back on the bed to let it

run deeper & longer to get more junk out. As someone who has suffered with terrible sinus

infections for a lifetime [5 surgeries and dental issues] ;I can tell you that if you add 7 drops of

Lugol's iodine along with 7 drops of 35% FOOD GRADE hydrogen peroxide, it will kill just about any

infection if you catch it early on.

Iodine & H2O2 are effective at killing some of the most resistant bacteria like Psudomonas, Gram

Negative Coagulase Staph and fungus like Candida Parapsilosis and Aspergillus. Found this out

after ENT had me squirting massive doses of antibiotics, & steroids up my nose for months. Not

only were they expensive but the steroids damaged my eyes as I started to get cataracts. I have

also used this same formula in my nebulizer.
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jamNjim

Richard, I'm sure your remedy works because I quit catching colds after I started a daily saline mist

routine. Twice a day for more than 18 years I have drenched both sides of my sinuses with saline

mist. Can't be a coincidence that I stopped catching colds after starting this regimen. I use the

store-bought Arm-N-Hammer pressurized saline mist. It comes in a 3-pack at Sams and Costco.
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scuppi

using povidone iodine or lugols iodine makes a more effective killing nasal rinse. t's important to

follow these directions carefully since full-strength Povidone-Iodine (also known as Betadine) is

too strong and can be irritating. Dilute 10% Povidone-Iodine by one-tenth so that it is 1% strength.

To do this, add 10ml (2 tsp) of the 10% solution to 100ml of water. This will make the solution

diluted enough to use as a mouth rinse or gargle. Squirt 1 tsp of the 1% solution into one nostril

and sniff this to the back of your throat. Spit it out immediately. Repeat with the other nostril. Use

this nasal rinse twice in each nostril.

After performing the nasal rinse, gargle at least 2 tbsp of the diluted solution for at least 30

seconds. DO NOT SWALLOW THIS RINSE. If you are iodine allergic or intolerant, or if you cannot

Wnd any Betadine, you can substitute hydrogen peroxide. (Hydrogen peroxide should also be

diluted. Add 50ml of 3% hydrogen peroxide to 100ml of water to dilute.) You can use Listerine or

Scope afterward to freshen your mouth. These products also have some virus-killing effects.

Repeat this rinse 2-4 times a day for prevention, or up to 6 times a day with acute infection.
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Jhaden

It will also burn if there is too much or not enough salt. I agree that salt rinses are beneWcial if one

uses clean water and a good salt. However, a burning sensation or lack of a burning sensation

does not indicate presence or absence of pathogens. I'll use a nasal salt rinse when I am actively

sick and it does not burn because I get the proper ratio of salt (and sometimes essential oils) to

water.
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Rosebud10000

Back in the day my father used to ^ush out his sinuses with water from the salt water estuary

where we used to swim at least daily. We kids followed suite. These days the river is too polluted

you can't put a toe in it. But the point is none of us ever got colds or ^u or any sickness. How l miss

those days.
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grulla

Hello "moxa1man", "Brain eating amoeba have been found in drinking water." That's sounds like an

excellent thought, as there have recently been many TV ads for the new nasal cleansing appliance

by Navage, and the same thought should apply for that. Thanks for that reminder!

navage.com/navage-starter-bundle
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catladyjan

Thankfully I never took a ^u shot or a shingles or a pneumonia shot. And I most certainly did not get

the Covid shot and have NO intention of getting any shots in the future!
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dollyduzit

my mother (RIP) 102 years when she died - no shots ever
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GoldenFlower

No, I no longer go to doctors. Are there really doctors anymore? I don’t think so. I work in the system. I

see thousands of cases a year. For example, people go to drug rehab literally hundreds of times, and

never get one single day of sobriety. The are prescribed so called medications that are themselves

drugs of abuse. Insurance companies, are only interested in putting people on dangerous addictve

medications that should never have been approved. The medical system is totally broken, stepping into

a doctors owce is one of the most life threatening actions a person can take.
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Rosebud10000

Agreed. And you are not using hyperbole!
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Eevee

See about a quarter way down the home page....Policy to reject WHO power grab...

worldcouncilforhealth.org
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NewlandsWanderer

According to Dr Peter McCullough the CDC Wgures for the unvaccinated are wrong. The true Wgure

could be around 25% of the population in the USA This could boost Robert F Kennedy Jr's bid to

become president. He would surely garner great support from those who are unvaccinated, and will no

doubt be dropping some huge truth-bombs about Big Pharma, Big Ag and Govt environmental and

medical corruption along the way: twitter.com/.../1648263025055485953
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Guillermou

Yes, NW, the United States needs a president who marks a new diamond in defense of health and

freedom. In an email sent earlier today by CHD Acting President Laura Bono to CHD members,

Kennedy said: “My top priority is to end the corrupt merger between state and corporate power that

has ruined our economy, shattered the middle class, polluted our landscapes and waters, poisoned

our children and robbed us of our values and freedom.” Stating that these goals have always been

“central to CHD's mission,” Kennedy explained that he founded CHD “after parents concerned about

the meteoric rise in childhood chronic diseases approached me time and time again, urging me to

look beyond what mainstream media and government health agencies were telling the public about

what was causing these increases.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-Wles-run-us-p..  (06/04/2023) Data

manipulation will not be able to hide the truth.

The passage of time is showing that humanity is suffering a premeditated genocide due to

deliberate corporate and institutional blindness based on its own weaknesses and fraud. It does

not allow dialogue with scientists and doctors opposed to biological weapons against COVID, it

does not carry out self-assessment of results, and it continues with actions against ethics.

Freedom of expression and decision is being actively repressed by any form of dissent within its

own ranks and the rest of the scientists. The CDC is employing categorical game techniques to

hide the dramatic excess mortality from natural causes not related to covid. If these deaths are not

vaccine related, as is commonly claimed on authority, credential and ignorance, then there should

also be no reason to hide their associated records. However, that is exactly what is happening.
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Guillermou

Mathematician Igor Chudov carried out an evaluation of two completely different data sets

covering tens or even hundreds of millions of people from which he concluded that the relative risk

of death for people who were "vaccinated" against Covid-19 is 40 percent higher than that of the

unvaccinated. Throughout the world where Fauci ^u shots have been given, Chudov says, excess

mortality is through the roof. Chudov addressed this by conducting extensive analysis of numerous

data sets to scientiWcally prove that covid injections are killing many people, despite being billed as

the "cure" for Chinese germs.

The more covid jabs a person receives, the greater their chances of dying. Excess mortality

increased by 40% worldwide after the launch of "vaccines" against covid. Steve Kirsch of the

COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund says none of this surprises him. Given that Chinese virus

injections are the deadliest class of "vaccine" in history by a factor of more than 800, it makes

sense that people everywhere who take them die en masse. “While the number of deaths from

COVID has largely been limited to the elderlyit is the young who bear the brunt of vaccine injuries.”

It is a genocide of young people what is taking place with these injections, in other words.

Not only deaths, but also serious injuries are on the rise due to these injections. Think about things

like heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, circulatory diseases. neurological problems and many other

fatal diseases over time. "the same vaccine-induced ailments we were warned about by doctors

and scientists who have been telling us the truth all along." https://theethicalskeptic.com/

 igorchudov.substack.com/p/guesstimating-relative-risk-of-mortality  (2022)

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-study-from-germany-conWrms-higher  (2022)
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epi-cure

Newlands    Will Kennedy be admitted to what passes these days for 'debates'? If so, who's

counting the votes? And the Democrats Super Delegates platform has demonstrated the most

popular by votes candidate won't necessarily become the party's presidential candidate. His

biggest contribution will be the illumination of real issues, namely the fascist close workings

between corporations and in^uence peddling upon what little remains of 'representative

government' and the shadow Deep State operations.
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NewlandsWanderer

Thank you Gui, for your very informative and helpful posts. The tracking of unvaccinated people

could be turned right around to Wnd how many have "died suddenly" or suffering from jab injuries,

compared to those who were vaccinated. In a world dominated by corrupt MSM & Govt, we must be

very thankful for the Mercola website, Children's Health Defense website and all those, like yourself

who expose the corruption and Wght for our God-given rights..
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Sue12Cross

Project Fear continues. The technocrats can only win because we enable them by being as pathetic as

they believe us to be. They are so few and we are so many and we do not have the overweening

personality disorders, which colour all actions and prevent them from thinking critically. Most of what

I'm seeing here now in the media is purposely Wltered and 'leaked' 'information', which is meant to

reanimate the dying covid narrative because their other narratives have failed to take. We are living

through an information Renaissance/Revolution, with a potential to understand everything that didn't

make sense before and with everyday more of the 'masses' on the cusp of comprehending their world

for what it is.

This is a signiWcant step forward and we will need to relearn to be self-suwcient and that includes in

understanding how to take care of our own health. To do this we need to understand what makes us

sick...so..once and for all, why can't we have a debate about how we got into this autocratic useless

healthcare system in the West and proffer a solution for those in on how to get out? I have a recipe and

household management book written in 1865 it has whole chapters on how to care for the sick, at

home, Wxing fractures,/breaks and trauma, which are the two remaining areas where people still have

faith in a health care system. You don't need surveillance if you live in fear and ignorance, that alone is

enough.
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Guillermou

Yes, the media and tech companies played a "central role" in sti^ing the COVID-19 policy debate. A

groundbreaking scientiWc paper published Tuesday exposes the suppression and censorship of

doctors and medical experts who have opposed and challenged the owcial COVID-19 narrative.

The authors summarized their article by stating that "the emergence of COVID-19...gave rise to

numerous controversies about COVID-related knowledge and policy" and a "perceived threat from

physicians and scientists challenging the owcial position of the governmental and

intergovernmental health authorities".

Describing this "owcial position" as "orthodoxy," the authors said supporters of such policies "have

moved to censor those who promote dissenting views." “Our Wndings point to the central role that

media organizations, and especially information technology companies, play in attempting to sti^e

debate over COVID-19 policies and measures,” the authors wrote.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-narrative-big-tech-media-cen..  (05/11/2022)
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Guillermou

The CIA secretly worked to in^uence American and world opinion through literary and intellectual

elites. the most valuable of these partnerships, according to CIA owcials, have been with the New

York Times, CBS, and Time Inc. The CIA has learned to adapt to changing times, and that's exactly

what intelligence agents did: punches statecraft designed around the world, assassinations of

foreign leaders, espionage, etc., which have been covered up by the mainstream media, while the

general population is insidiously infected through CIA-associated media and culture of the massive

electronic screen that has denied the truth and relegated intellectual and literary culture to a tiny

minority. Especially since 2001, movies and TV shows have gloriWed the CIA. Tell-tale books have

been written about certain CIA programs, for example, Douglas Valentine's major Phoenix Program

on CIA organized crime- www.bitchute.com/.../apnXu80SJno
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appaloosa19

What is the name of that book? I'd love to Wnd a copy.
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katndognco

Huge applause Sue!!!!!
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jhy7142

Sue people need to start posting these old remedies that have been wiped clean . All material of

truth has been stolen and hidden in the bowels of the Vatican . Just like most true history has been

rewritten to favor the ruling parasites . They know our true purpose here on earth but hide it from

us . It must scare them that we might learn the truth and are trying to alter our genes and take our

souls away .
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Sue12Cross

Here's the book: "Mrs. Beeton's book of household management : a guide to cookery in all

branches: daily duties, menu making, mistress & servant, home doctor, hostess and guest, sick

nursing, marketing, the nursery, trussing and carving, home lawyer" I have two physical book

versions, one Wrst edition and one from the early 20th Century, which is probably more in line with

present day thinking with regards to holistic medicine. However, I do use Archive copies of really

old herbals and other medical vade mecum, particularly for my poultry, I just use my own discretion

as to their practical application.

As with Mrs Beeton, some of the medications suggested would not be to my 'taste' but I can use

this as a jumping off point to further study. Here's a free copy of the 1906 version on line at the

Internet Archive which you can download for free too and use for future reference:

archive.org/.../2up  Her recipes are also brilliant and well suited to basic organic ingredients. If you

are not aware of it, the Internet Archive is a superb resource, I use it frequently for research and

entertainment it also includes the 'Wayback Machine where you can look for old articles and

literature that have vanished from the internet.

For those interested in an alternative theory to why we get sick the Internet Archive also contains

this book, which everyone should read: archive.org/.../virus-mania  and I found this an interesting

jumping off point for the link between illness and poisoning:

www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/anthrax-arsenic-and-old-lace/#gsc.t..
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NewlandsWanderer

Great information Sue.  Thanks also for the heads-up about the Internet Archive mentioned in your

second post. The fact-checkers said this "depopulation through forced vaccination" newspaper

article about Bill Gates did not exist. But here it is:

archive.org/details/the-sovereign-independent-june-2011-4th-edition/mo..
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Lee1959

Yes! What is the name of that book?

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

Stephjask

Here is a link to a short Wlm about the "situation" that will be going viral. Satire at it's best. It is called

"Beyond The Reset".  www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

rrealrose

Maybe expecting some more positive outcome? Here's something for you and everyone to ponder,

we have choices: HUMAN 2.0 - Spiritual Warfare is upon us - InWnite Waters -

www.youtube.com/watch
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Stephjask

I believe that the maker of this Wlm it is hoping to shock the masses out of their apathy and

complacency before the events portrayed in the Wlm become our reality. We must hope for a better

outcome, but if the Gates, Schwabs, Faucis and Walenskis get their way, the future is indeed bleak.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

otis101

Rose, great link. "A human being is a spiritual being having a human experience."

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

juststeve

It used to be promoted some vaccines, boosters were needed as immunity from the original vac's were

said to be fading. What most likely was fading was/is the natural Herd Immunity of an older population

due to the numbers passing away. This situation may also point too as those before us passed away

and new vac's were installed into the system, we become unexposed to other dis-ease's once outside

of the original vacs' regimes and so were denied a broader spectrum of natural immunity. A natural

immunity beefed up by exposure to things once not in the vac's money train of Big P-Harma.

As One Size Does Not Fit All and keep pushing evermore vac's on the public, we have become more

susceptible to things once not even on the radar to be concerned about. Old vac's rest on the shoulders

of Old Science not followed up by Newer Discovery's, and neither do the newer ones. As important as

anything, not followed up for Long Term Effects on the oldest on through to the newest. The Jab's are a

new beast altogether. None of this bodes well as the Vac's madness is being seen to be expanded into

plants, animals, insects and whatever else can be dreamed up.
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Guillermou

Yes, Just, si no dejamos funcionar a la inmunidad natural y utilizamos las armas biologicas ARNm

estamos debilitando el sistema inmunologico , creando todo tipo de patologias, incluida una

creciente ola de canceres. Hasta ANTHONY FAUCI ADMITS IN NEW PAPER THAT VACCINES DO

NOT GENERATE IMMUNITY AGAINST COVID, FLU, AND OTHER RESPIRATORY DISEASES “Thank

you Dr. Obvious, for quietly admitting in a paper that hardly anyone will see, stating something the

so-called “conspiracy theorists” and “anti-vaxxers” have known for a VERY long time. But, as you

should remember, there was not a day where these devils were telling us that the vaccination was

the only thing that could save us and nothing else, and were the ticket to take off the mask, and get

normal freedom and autonomy back.

Of course, that lasted only for a month until the media and health gurus told everyone to put the

masks back on because the shots were not working because your “anti-vax” neighbor wants to kill

everybody by being selWsh, and not walking “Christ-like.””

winepressnews.com/2023/02/08/anthony-fauci-admits-in-new-paper-that-va..  (02/08/2023) In

fact, a bombshell paper he co-authored last month suggests ALL vaccines for common respiratory

viruses may face intractable hurdles.

And that's not even the worst news. I'm not exaggerating. Three scientists pointed out ^u shots

barely work and couldn’t be approved based on the standards used for vaccines like measles:

“After more than 60 years of experience with in^uenza vaccines, very little improvement in vaccine

prevention of infection has been noted our best approved in^uenza vaccines would be inadequate

for licensure for most other vaccine-preventable diseases.”

alexberenson.substack.com/p/dr-anthony-fauci-now-admits-the-mrna?utm_s..  (02/08/2023)
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Guillermou

160 PLUS RESEARCH STUDIES AFFIRM NATURALLY ACQUIRED IMMUNITY TO COVID-19:

DOCUMENTED, LINKED, AND QUOTED “Public health owcials and the medical establishment with

the help of the politicized media are misleading the public with assertions that the COVID-19 shots

provide greater protection than natural immunity. CDC Director Rochelle Walensky, for example,

was deceptive in her October 2020 published LANCET statement that “there is no evidence for

lasting protective immunity to SARS-CoV-2 following natural infection” and that “the consequence

of waning immunity would present a risk to vulnerable populations for the indeWnite future.”

Immunology and virology 101 have taught us over a century that natural immunity confers

protection against a respiratory virus’s outer coat proteins, and not just one, e.g. the SARS-CoV-2

spike glycoprotein. There is even strong evidence for the persistence of antibodies. Even the CDC

recognizes natural immunity for chicken-pox and measles, mumps, and rubella, but not for

COVID-19.” brownstone.org/articles/research-studies-awrm-naturally-acquired-imm..
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juststeve

Great post Gui, it shows how birds like Fauci cover their *** by admitting things in places no one

will see. Year following year we have been told the ^u shot is not a good match but get your ^u

shot, it will protect you. If a mechanic says your brakes are only 10% effective but you should keep

on trucking, who would be comfortable with that? Also on the traditional vaxxx front, a recent

Legacy Article expressing there is an egg shortage, and it will affect vaccine manufacturing.

Surprised? After how many chickens were culled for bird ^u?

Were they actually culled to create conditions to push their mRNA Jabs? Between chemical potions

to grow foods in shortage, Processed Food Factory's burning down, planes hitting them, similar

problems with pork, cattle 'mysteriously dying,' Global supply lines disrupted, the Dollar disruption

in the States and a push for Digital Currency, Grandma's Garden is a health hazard or even a

terrorist act, and, and, and more. SSSShhh, don't repeat any of this as you will be labeled a

conspiracy theorist.
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catladyjan

what possible beneWt to one's health can a toxic concoction of metals and who knows what else be

when injected into one's body? God gave us an immune system for a reason and that reason was

not for destruction by these purveyors of poison.
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Guillermou

Yes Just, everything has a premeditated end. Everything is aimed at control and surveillance to

boost injections, destroy wealth instead of building it and generating inequalities and economic

and food crises. . It is a move towards total and utter tyranny. NEW INSTANT DIGITAL PAYMENTS

SYSTEM ISN’T A CBDC, FEDS SAY — BUT CRITICS SAY IT’S STILL ABOUT CONTROL The Federal

Reserve pushed back against claims that its FedNow system is equivalent to a CBDC, but critics

say the aim is the same: government control over the Wnancial system. The tweet included a video

of Gabbard detailing her concerns about FedNow and CBDCs, in an interview with Tucker Carlson.

Former Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard last week tweeted: Gabbard said: “It’s about them being

able to keep track of everything we purchase, whether it is a stick of gum or an automobile or

anything in-between. And so if they have all of this information and data, which they will in this

system, then where does that lead? “It gives them the power to decide, Okay, well hey, we don’t

want to allow you to purchase certain things, or we may deem it necessary to freeze your overall

account’ “[They say] This is for your own good, this is for your convenience, to make it easier for

you to conduct transactions,’ when in fact they are giving themselves all of the power, taking it

away from us.” “There is a huge push to continue to make sure to preserve cash, not just in the U.S.

but in Europe because an all-digital system gives, ultimately, the people who control the central

banks and the banking system an ability to literally turn on and off your money if you don’t do

exactly what they say, and exactly what they say includes taxation without representation,

healthcare mandates and literally taking away your kids.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fednow-instant-digital-payments-sy..  (04/17/2023)
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rrealrose

Not too excited by whatever Fauci has to say now, here's a recent Kim Iverson interview on April 14

with Dr. Ryan Cole, in which Dr Cole nails the issue of mutating coronavirus, why no shots for the

past 40 years have ever worked against these diseases, and a lot more: Conversation with Dr. Ryan

Cole | Why Exactly The Covid Vaccines Cause Blood Clots and Other Issues -

rumble.com/v2i9hi8-conversation-with-dr.-ryan-cole-why-exactly-the-cov..  - Wool was pulled over

everyone's eyes even calling these shots as therapy as developed and intended for cancer

treatments? (And yes, heard about the interference Astrid suffered in Sweden and that Dr. Ana is

Wnding evidence that Dr. Cole does not admit may be there. Both may be correct.)
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juststeve

We just ^ipped from 80 degrees above, pushing 90 to low forties and spitting snow. Although I

would prefer to get some cold weather crops in and prep for those to follow, taking care of inside

work is much more comfortable, so an unusual chance to pop back in. Thanks for the replies, all.

Legacy Media, the $$$ money crowd, all those who are charged with public interest but view their

peices of silver a priority continue to pump up Demon Fraudci as St. Fraudci. Tulsi Gabbard or

others who refuse to bend the knee are viliWed as being the Demons. There are just too many facts,

suffering and misery piling up to maintain the farce. Not only are facts and all piling up on the

whole C-19 debacle, it has in turn revealed just how widespread the corruption is in and across the

board in so many other areas before C-19 most would not have considered connecting or being

this intense.

The most likely attempt to push a Digital World Dollar along with not only vaccine passports

especially when seen in light of it is all global, in concert, theie opposition will task us to draw on

every Wber of our being to stop it. Thing is, the Predator$ have already lost the biggest concern is

how much will the whole of Humanity and Life itself will have to endure before New Growth in

positive light conquers the Anti-Life Agendas.
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juststeve

rrealrose, Kim delivers once again. This is why Fraudci refused to interview her. She would have

been asking too many questions related to truth and facts.
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Guillermou

MICRORNA DISRUPTED BY SYNTHETIC MRNA INJECTION. By PETER A. MCCULLOUGH, MD,

Consequences of COVID-19 Vaccination Go Beyond Spike Protein Stati and colleagues published a

review on how mRNA could disrupt the complicated RNA ecosystem in our bodies including

microRNA (miRNA). These are small pieces of natural RNA that do not code for proteins, but rather

they regulate gene expression and management of larger strands of RNA. They arrived at these

conclusions: “The disruption of miRNA biogenesis machinery is responsible for several human

pathologies . miRNA dysregulation is associated with the development of clinical complications

during COVID-19 infection [40]. It has been demonstrated that the expression level of numerous

miRNAs is altered after COVID-19 vaccination...................in the link

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/microrna-disrupted-by-synthetic-mrna?..  (04/18/2023)
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Guillermou

DRUTHERS INTERVIEW DR TROZZI ON HOW PROGRESSIVE DETERIORATION IN MEDICAL

EDUCATION PREPARED THE MEDICAL INDUSTRY TO BE USED AS A WEAPON AGAINST

INNOCENT PEOPLE. Here is part 3 of the mini video series “Dr Trozzi talks” from Druthers. In these

four minutes, I discuss the traditional recognition that the practice of medicine is both an art and a

science. I share my insider observations and personal understanding of the progressive

deterioration of medical education, which prepared the medical industry to be used as a weapon

against innocent people. drtrozzi.org/2023/04/17/druthers-dr-trozzi-talks-part-3-art-science-of..

 (04/17/2023)
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Johnno4

The approach is one of "No one will be left behind." That's what worries me.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

lmk3522

I know that my medical information is available because I would receive information from Medicare on

did you COVID shot? The United States is so corrupt and big time for the medical industrial complex!

They played a big part in Nazi Germany and continue to do
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MannaFood

They also need to know who is unvaccinated so the elites can get pure unadulterated organ and blood

"donations" in the future.
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remitrom

When I donated plasma and blood for a friend going through health issues, they wanted to sign me

up for communications to continue donating once they learned I was unvaccinated. Heck, one of

the nurses came right out and said that was the reason. Some medical professionals are seeing

the "light" but are still trying not to rock the boat.
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sandbox2832

Back in 2012 when at Emg room for dislocated shoulder I was asked by admitting guy who looked at

me if I had had the ^u shot. Recall saying I am good on that andnot to worry, as I was not there for that

purpose. In Wlling out the form for treatment and admission I wrote on it that I required to be asked for

my approval before they did any type of treatment procedures on each one. The form came back and

they had the wrong arm listed as being treated. They marked it out and wrote in the proper arm and I

refused to sign until they redid. I read it all. They were not happy. I refused their drugs. Unless I had to

move the arm in a certain way it did not hurt so I did not move my arm unless I had to.

They asked if in pain and said only if I move it in a certain way. They were surprised. I was not their

typical patient. Also recently I looked at my digital records , and they incorrectly show that I have had

^u shot regularly, when I have not. I texted or phoned to have them correct it yet they won't do it. I have

false records. Also they sent me a colon kit and requested I come in to an apptment yet I did not order

the kit. It is trashed already yet I told my Dr what for about that and not asking me Wrst. Same thing is

dine for routine other tests I dclibe as I am healthy. I respond back only to show by myvsilence ivwould

be agreeing with them.

I had cancer back in march 2022 and only had two months of chemos, that is 4 dates for hodgin

lymphoma, then canceled the June chemo , and declined the gold treatment of more chemo, and Dr

stopped me and referred me to the radiation Dr , who did the pet xray which showed I was clean of bad

cells yet was badgered to take radiation for what she claimed to be invisible cancer cells yet I said no.

They then got together and had me go back to the chemo Dr for followup tests. I am still clean. I got

the next test for 1.5 years away. My chemo Dr does not believe I am in true remission as I declined th
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sandbox2832

It was actually march 2021 not 2022, my texting is funny on this smart phone.
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ThyroidGirl

No vaccines in 30 years here, and all organic food from the local co-op... but the 5G towers on my

apartment roof are getting me down none the less. In^ammation thru the roof, short term memory

zapped, pain in joints, can't sleep, all kinds of weird headaches and rashes. Despite my best efforts the

new world order is zapping my health.
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rrealrose

Hi you may want to ask Dr M for his experience using this latest design tent:

www.mercolamarket.com/.../emf-tent
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Segstar

grulla "cages" for the bedroom...Hmmmm, no hand cuffs, my evil twin is having a Weld day :)
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grulla

Do an online search of Faraday Cages for the bedroom such as this website:

alfaromeo156ukfoz.blogspot.com/2021/01/faraday-cage-bedroom.html

 duckduckgo.com/?q=faraday+cages+for+bedroom&t=newext&atb=v282-..
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grulla

"seggy", 'Hmmmm, no hand cuffs, my evil twin is having a Weld day." Yer both evil.

www.youtube.com/watch
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brodiebrock12

What COULD go wrong? All the same players in all the same positions. ZERO accountability. In fact,

many of these perps who intentionally implemented the great CON and crimes against humanity have

received generous pay raises for doing so. Pay raises paid by YOU. Think about that! Not ONE of the

individuals responsible for ANY of what has been "allowed" to happen has remotely been concerned of

being actually held accountable. Not ONE!
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JGW1950

If you don't go to a doctor, they won't know your vaccine status. No doctor in my area will see an

unvaccinated child anyway. When I was growing up, our on-call doctor was Dr. Mendelssohn's book,

"How to Raise a Healthy Child In Spite of Your Doctor." It worked every time.
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unplugalldevices

May not be as much of a concern for those of us who don't use cell phones. Cell phones used to be a

leash; now they seem to be a noose.
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grulla

For mobile automotive or indoor stationary cellphones, consider safe distant co-ax connected,

outdoor cellular antennas. Consumer Cellular's stationary Home Phone modem virtual landline,

used together with an old unused landline telephone instrument, can even be used for mobility

traveling with a rooftop antenna in one's vehicle or RV motor home. And motel rooms too, but only

with the inclusive indoor twin G4 rubber duck antennas, where the modem should be distantly

located safely near a window.. https://www.wpsantennas.com/  ~~~

www.consumercellular.com/shopping/details/cc_home_phone_base/details   ~~~

www.instockwireless.com/rf_power_splitter_combiner_divider_pd2120.htm  to convert the 4G,

SMA connected dual antennas to a single outdoor antenna.
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lin3741

Just like in communist fkkg China  trying every last step over here now so we can be just like them.

 Thanks Sleepy joe!  Great job!
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my_RNA_DNA

They are now digital prison.
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MarkPitt

I don't think "they" can fathom the level of push back they'll get if they try to force "vaccinate" the

segment of the US population (like me!) who have said, "Hell NO" to not only this recent jab, but even a

^u shot! Ain't happening!!!
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imaginal110

The situation is almost surely very similar in Canada too, though we're sparser on alternative media

reporting. We have less organized pushback, maybe a lot less. One thing we do have is Druthers

newspaper, free and about 1/4 mllion copies/month. druthers.net. The name, which may be a

Canadianism I don't know comes from the expression, "If I had my druthers ..." - as in I'd rather. Other

countries, including the US, could do something similar. Amazingly effective at sowing seeds of

change; it's printed at only .10c copy. A job opp for some enterprising individuals.
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Guillermou

Canada has a great defender of the truth: Dr. Trozzi. WEF FASCISM EXPLAINED IN 1 MINUTE

Speaking on Fox News, Ned Ryan explains the WEF and their use of covid, climate change, and

other deceptive campaigns to corral us into death and slavery. One may accurately label the WEF

as “modern fascists” or “neo-feudalists”. Either way the agenda involves manipulating us through

disinformation and fear, into living and dying as slaves, of these self appointed over-lords. In just

one minute while conversing with Laura Ingraham, Ned Ryan of the American Majority, makes this

very clear.

I fully endorse his statements from him; they are completely accurate.

drtrozzi.org/.../wef-fascism-explained-in-1-minute  (04/11/2023) .----------In this video, Dr.

Shoemaker provides a concise summary of Fauci's covid crimes, including his role in creating the

SAR-C0V2 virus and the far more deadly mRNA "vaccine." We also discuss Fauci's role in

suppressing safe treatments for covid-19 and orchestrating the promotion and proWt of deadly

injections. This is a red alert for the police, the military, the US armed forces and anyone else who

has a duty to defend the people.

Fauci illegally took US taxpayer dollars and sent them to produce a viral bioweapon. He set up a

shelved company that he founded called Moderna (Modern RNA) to produce the far more lethal

portion of the bioweapon: genetic injections of mRNA. Fauci was instrumental in blocking

treatment for covid infections so it could be used to goad the American people into paying more

taxes to poison themselves and his children while he made record proWts for Moderna.

drtrozzi.org/2022/11/07/traitors-killers-fauci-justice-dr-shoemaker-tr.. (07/11/2022)

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

maryl3

If a person declines to answer the question regarding their covid vaccine status, what code will be

entered? If I ever go to a doctor and they ask me, I will say that I’m not going to answer that question. I

imagine they will then code me as Z28.310.
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IzzyKitty

maryI3 - this happened to me in February, I didn't answer and yes I was coded as Z28.310. Lets

pretend I was jabbed (no way in hell though) but I didn't feel it was their business to know but they

still coded me as a non jabbed individual. How wrong is that? The entire situation is wrong but you

get my point. I'm praying someone can help me with managing a hiatal hernia without going back

to dr or hospital. Otherwise I need surgery. I'm worried.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

wallguy

Like a Pit Bull junk yard dog, they'll never release the locked jaw death grip tightened on humanity. This

wretched transhumanism experiment has granted them all the data they need to insure this type of

de-pop will be a success. Forced mandated mRNA inoculums will be recalibrated and tweaked to

perform instructional tasks via lab spike proteins, nano-lipids, and assorted adjuvant carriers from a

calendar baseline. The exact same way the schoolchildren are targeted for 15 jabs from birth to 18.

(CDC info)
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Guillermou

Yes, transhumanism and planned genocide. As Dr. Mercola posted, drugmakers are testing new

mRNA vaccines, despite evidence of 'serious danger.' Gene-based COVID-19 injections are a

disaster in the making. We will have "vaccines" for all diseases including cancer and food

production. Moderna may seek accelerated FDA approval for its personalized cancer vaccine,

company president Stephen Hoge said Monday at the 43rd Annual Cowen Healthcare Conference

in Boston. www.biospace.com/article/moderna-eyes-accelerated-approval-for-mrna-ca..

 (03/07/2023) Now all of a sudden, despite the evidence of serious danger, various mRNA

"vaccines" are in the works. Among them is a combination RNA COVID ^u vaccine, which is

currently being tested in ferrets, and several different mRNA seasonal ^u vaccines, which have

already entered human trials.

As The Verge reported on July 7: Moderna CEO Stephanie Bancel said the company hopes to

create combination vaccines to protect against several different infections at the same time, such

as in^uenza, COVID-19, and other respiratory infections: What we know is that conventional

in^uenza vaccines have the potential to cause viral interference with COVID mRNA injections,

which basically makes you more prone to severe COVID-19 if you have received a conventional

in^uenza vaccine. . childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/drugmakers-new-mrna-^u-vaccines-e..

 (07/20/2022)
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efs8045

Every time a person submits a job application it is required to answer questions about race, gender,

veteran status and disability status. It says it has nothing to do with getting the job. Will they be

requiring vaccine status next?
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jdrose199

Anyone who got a shot was recorded and all the ones you got thereafter. If anyone thinks their medical

records are private you are only fooling yourself. If the gov. wants them they will get them. Most of our

freedoms and privacy are gone and will probably worsen.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

F.S4479

Consider for a moment that these are not real people. Consider for a moment the spirit of god has

been replaced in what looks like a human. In that moment humanity becomes a speed bump nuisance

to be paved over.
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ros11356

My brother suffered a brain aneurysm last year, when I got to the hospital , the Wrst thing the doctor

asked me, did he have the jab, not ANY health questions. He said because he could not Wnd his

vaccination status on the SYSTEM. I am sure they are tracking EVERYTHING. I live in Canada. He did

not have the jab, however his girlfriend was fully jabbed. He died less than 2 weeks later.
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ellivoc

Here's another non jabbed. In fact never in my life, no jabs ever and none for my children or

grandchildren. Switzerland now advising against the covid jab, hopefully that's the start. Jennifer

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Lou321

It is an outrage....there is no privacy anymore...I went to get my driver's license and the guy at the desk

told me that I was taking blood pressure medicine...

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

tendeleo

Are you serious??? What state would that be?
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Segstar

Lou you should have asked him what color of underwear you're wearing..
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gaylbaby_203

I learned of this group decades ago. They've managed to get the government to do their "work" for

them, it seems. This is from Wikipedia. * MIB Group, Inc. or MIB (formerly the Medical Information

Bureau) is a membership corporation owned by approximately 430 member insurance companies in

the United States and Canada. Formed in 1902 and based in Braintree, Massachusetts, MIB provides

services designed to protect insurers, policyholders, and applicants from attempts to conceal or omit

information material to underwriting life & health insurance.
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don3724

I am an RN. The very worst thing that ever happened was government requiring electronic medical

records. Once data goes in, it never goes out. So if you tell Dr you are concerned as a non- diabetic

person that your husband used his glucose meter to check your blood sugar and it was high and

the doctor then puts in your record a diagnosis related to diabetes BEFORE EVEN EXAMINING YOU

OR GETTING LABS DONE- then that diagnosis is yours for life. OR you go to Gyn for yearly checkup

and they take your blood pressure and listen to your lungs so they can get reimbursed more- - your

normally low Blood pressure is high because you just drove through rush hour trawc, assistant

used wrong cuff size and your feet weren’t touching ^oor.

Later you Wnd out Gyn documented HYPERTENSION based on one reading. For all intents and

purposes you are now known to be someone with high blood pressure. (These are true stories)

Doctors think this is nothing and insigniWcant and are extremely cavalier about it. HOWEVER- these

mistakes of record now impact your ability to get health insurance, life insurance, disability

insurance and maybe even a mortgage. Technically you can submit a correction’ to be added to

your record but a) no one tells you this b) I don’t think it ever actually gets added c) no one reads it

D) THE INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS DON’T CARE- they go by the diagnosis they Wnd that rejects

you or increases premiums
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rrealrose

Missed the Joe Rogan interview with John Abramson from Harvard School of Medicine a year ago?

(I did!) Here's a more recent lecture at Hillsdale College, about a week ago, "John Abramson -

Health Care American Style" - www.bitchute.com/.../0peXp9OTeYPl  - its a bit over an hour long,

head turner for sure. Medical Monopoly between all players: Pharma, university research, medical

journals and more. Worth a listen. Dr Abramson wrote 2 books, most recent is called Sickening,

here's a link:  "Sickening: How Big Pharma Broke American Health Care and How We Can Repair It"

- www.amazon.com/Sickening-Pharma-American-Health-Repair/dp/1328957810  - available

elsewhere.
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sutlaf2

This is horriWc of course. All you really need to question is why Canada and the EU and other countries

leaders bought 10 doses for each inmate ( citizen) while telling them that they could go back to normal

after 2 doses. How can anyone accept that?  they knew they needed a lot of these chemicals in the

bloodstream of their ^ocks to achieve the end goal and lied to us about the drugs being safe and

effective and fully studied. It is so obvious the plan was to load us up with WHAT?  A look at Bill Gates

and his patents reveals a lot. Proof of work on the blockchain. Electronically monitoring

inmates/workers. Sub-cutanious microdot tattoos. Tracking, papers please, control. 15 minute

cities/concentration camps. Worker bees. I could go on.  WHY DID THEY ORDER SO MANY DOSES OF

A JAB THAT DOES NOT WORK? OBVIOUS.
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jma5157

I live in Ohio. In June of 2021, my wife and I vacationed in Cape Cod. As soon as we entered

Massachusetts, I began to get notiWcations on my phone that I might be entering an area of high

COVID infection rates. My wife was not getting these notiWcations.  My wife is vaccinated; I am not.

 Coincidence?
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billstri

My understanding is the current Covid vaccine is mainly to prevent spread of the long ago extinct alpha

variant. The Omicron addition to the alpha prevention vaccine has never been tested and it is unknown

if it prevents spread of Omicron. But Omicron is about as dangerous and serious as the common cold.

If it did work, getting vaccinated with that vaccine is probably less important than getting vaccinate for

each and every virus that exists, probably requiring hundreds of vaccines every month. It is all very

foolish and costly. It is my understanding that every vaccine does at least a little permanent damage to

the immune system in trade for potential protection against what the vaccine is supposed to prevent.

If that is true, many vaccines over a person's lifetime will take a major toll on the destruction of your

immune system making you a high risk person for any virus you are not vaccinated against. What I

really Wnd disturbing is that it seems by age 5, kids have nowadays already had more vaccines than

anyone over the age of 40. That tells me 10 year old kids nowadays might have an immune system that

is as compromised as the average person 5 times their age just based on too many vaccines and the

toxic chemicals used in those vaccines used to attack the immune system.
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remitrom

Right when COVID started, my family added Artemisin to the list of supplements to take for healthy

living. It joined Mercola's Vitamin C, vitamin D3 with K2, Zinc with Quercitin for starters. Add some

clean living and staying active and COVID was barely a blip on the radar when my son brought it home

and gave it to all of us last summer. We just bumped up a few things and added homemade elderberry

syrup (mil grows it) and our strong and hardy garlic and onion soup for a few days. We all have had

worse colds than what we went through ... I think our doctors were almost disappointed that nothing

"bad" happened to us so they couldn't bully us about the vaccine.
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Den6328

I identify as a vaxed person

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

MannaFood

I'm part of the Control group in this human study. I don't want to become a GMO human. I want to

keep the DNA that God gave me.
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mammywitch

The algorythms track everyone and everything that is or has ever been done on the internet! Don't

believe it? Keep track of every search or site that you visit and see if in a day or so you don't get some

sort of "pop up" regarding just what you searched or went to a site to look at! Check it out! Nothing you

do is private anymore--not even a trip to the BATHROOM!!!
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Guillermou

Yes, there is now a whole complex of digital IT corporations that control your personal data. They

work hand in hand with the gigantic Wnancial complex which, controlled by BlackRock, Vanguard

and StateStreet, has assets worth between 25 and 30 trillion dollars. They have controlling

interests in all means of production and all service industries in the Western world. Your data will

be stored and, if they wish, used against you until death do you part from this digital tyranny, and

probably beyond.Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, WhatsApp, Snapchat, LinkedIn and whatever they are

called follow the same principle. Once you are with them, you are their property. It is the Great

Reset, and the buildup to it, that steers the human mind towards one-way thinking or One World

Order. Most of us will be useless eaters. If we don't stop him NOW,

www.globalresearch.ca/.../5796611  (10/18/2022)
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RobinGnity

I checked this out by looking for ^ights to the North Pole. Shortly after, I started getting all these

offers to ^y there. It can be quite amusing if you type in something rather absurd and then watch

the pop ups!

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

wareagle82

The FYTW principle writ large. If you're curious, that stands for "f you, that's why" and is the all-purpose

explanation state actors give to things that we, the pesky proles, dare to question. Look at the things

that have been done that only Wve years ago would have been thought impossible. I'm starting to think

that the only problem with conspiracy theories is that they are not imaginative enough to keep up with

the times.
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caws

This is important article. I have known the HIPPA was a joke for years. If you ever read the "exceptions"

clauses you would be aware.Go to see about acid re^ux and two days later you are getting ads in the

mail for medication. I had a dentist tell me that if LE wants your records she just hands them over

;never asks for a warrant! Wonder if she even checks for a badge? The problem is doctors won't treat

you unless you sign. I tried to present an alternative document years ago and was thrown out of owce .

This was not the Wrst time! I Wgured when everybody did not rush to download the tracking app for

Covid they would do something underhanded ; just wish I had read this sooner. Was recently in a

specialists owce and the nurse came in and asks if I have had my Covid shot. WHY? unfortunately my

husband blurted out something deroggatory and she went away in a huff. So now I am sure I have a

tracking code.

Whatthey never bothered to Wnd out from ME was the FACT that I have the elusive and rare MEDICAL

EXEMPTION as my allergy list is too long to Wt on their form.Here is another thing to concern yourself

with; thses darn electronic records are Wlled out by low paid assistants who cannot spell and often get

things wrong AND when I point them out never get corrected! For instance I was told for 65 years that I

was allergic to penicillin; yet every doctor presrcibed cepholasporins [derived from penicillins] with no

problem. Finally found an allergist brave enough to test me and guess what? It was one of the few

things I was NOT allergic to! Good luck getting them to change this on all my records though...
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Guillermou

Your experience is a clear example that the HIPAA Privacy Rule and how the HIPAA Privacy

Standards guarantee the rights of individuals has not been followed for years. Supermarket giant

Albertsons, along with partner companies Safeway, Vons, Shaw's, Jewel-Osco, Acme and Tom

Thumb, is launching a new "Sincerely Health" technology platform app for customers to keep a

close eye on their grocery purchases and medicines. “Responses are evaluated along with the

user's age, gender, lifestyle, and mental health,” the report states. Users can then set goals like

engaging in meditation Wve times a week, getting at least seven hours of sleep a night, and taking

10,000 steps a day.

The Sincerely Health platform also connects users with Albertsons' pharmacy division to manage

prescriptions, schedule immunization appointments and make telehealth appointments through a

partnership with Providence Express Care. Albertsons claims it doesn't sell any of this customer

data to third parties, pointing to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),

but is that still true in the post-Covid-19 era? “All it takes is a declaration of a 'public health

emergency,' and virtually the entire US Constitution is suspended in the name of 'public health,'”

Shilhavy notes of how HIPAA could already be a thing of the past.

. “Your private health decisions are then broadcast to the public to be used against you, like

whether or not you choose to wear a face mask or show your proof of vaccination to enter their

stores.” healthimpactnews.com/2023/no-vaccine-no-food-grocery-industry-merging-..

 purchases-along-with-food/ (02/15/2023)
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grulla

"gui", "...Supermarket giant Albertsons, along with partner companies Safeway, Vons, Shaw's,

Jewel-Osco, Acme and Tom Thumb, is launching a new "Sincerely Health" technology platform app

for customers to keep a close eye on their grocery purchases and medicines. ...)" Yeah "gui", and

now Albertson's et al is attempting to merge with the large national grocery chain, Kroger's,

potentially making it the second largest food suppler, second only to Walmart. At least Walmart,

unlike mergered Albertsons/Safeway/Acme, has scratch-built all it's own stores over the years

without mergers. www.forbes.com/sites/louisbiscotti/2022/11/28/kroger-albertsons-merger..
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fundamentalassumptions

Your medical data & health information is as 'private' as your 'confession' to the original covert intel

gathering apparatus in Rome that gets reported back & used as the 'masters' and nicolaitans see Wt

with neither truth nor Bible (nor the God of the Bible: rather serving the spirit of idolatrous humanist, &

the fallen angelic hybrid crafted divinity godman antichrist garbage, 'wisdom' & Craft) having anything

to do with any of it. The whole cloaking of selective, hypocritical, relativistic false privacy is to cover &

indulge sin, whether it be pedophilia& porn, or the use of the young as easy to manipulate & organize

'activists', soldier/crusaders etc....with the juvenile laws used to cloak rising STD rates amongst the

young & cover for crony gangs & gangsters.

Or the amassing of ill-gotten gain, those supposing that gain is godliness & heaping to themselves &

all fool enough to follow them many sorrows. Or your own health data with HIPPA and such 'privacy'

laws to cloak the steering & management to the best exploitation of your life & property (capital), & the

timing of your death by those deceitful, lying, thieving, murderous self-declared & -justiWed, -exalted

'superiors' & their sold out crony 'managers'.

Whether they call themselves capitalists openly, or cloak it in their socialist Marxist sophistry &

devilment. The book of Jeremiah well describes the end of nations who suffer such things, &

Revelation the end of that system gone global as its going now. No wonder it says that the things

aforetimes written were written for our learning, & that we through PATIENCE & comfort of the

scriptures might have hope. There sure isn't any in this dark, corruptible, deceptive world or in any of its

systems of men & devils, Craft.
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artist.jill

Look at that code Z28.1 — due to “... group pressure”. Hmmm, I wonder if someone forgot to create a

code for reasons FOR getting the shot — "group pressure”. After all, they're the ones that know all

about THAT!
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nateanthony

The alphabet health agencies of medical disinformation and tyrannical surveillance can kiss my ass.

"You jabba my arm I breaka you face!" pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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rin1948

To Izzy. I think I’ve got some good news for you there is a company based in Sweden that can eliminate

hiatus hernia’s without surgery.. do a search for .. info@IQoro.com Unfortunately there is no

distribution going on in the US at present , but they do have a US patent.. I think they’re waiting on the

corrupt FDA to give them their permission before they set up shipping to the US..  Believe it or not.. it is

a simple hand held device that you insert in the mouth and through daily exercise it actually

strengthens 148 muscles that are used for digestion.. hope you might have some friends in Sweden

who might be able to help you, because it seems western medical doctors and surgeons don’t give us

much options other than surgery!
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rin1948

It is truly unbelievable the amount of control freaks there are in the world that cannot simply “mind

their own business.. man truly is a fallen creature in need of a redemptive creator to save him from

himself!
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donttakethemark666

Thank you for constantly revealing the evil plans of the BEAST system. As we already know all these

efforts have NOTHING to do with health, food or climate. It is the manifest nature of the being in Isaiah

14:15-7. "Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit, They that see thee shall

narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made the earth to tremble, that

did shake the kingdoms; That made the world as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof; THAT

OPENED NOT THE HOUSE OF HIS PRISONERS?  yet Y Y
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greenlion

Doctors can only "track" your unvaccinated status if you go to doctors within the insurance medical

industry. They are the ones who classify customers by codes. Different codes, different proWt potential.

Prescribed treatment by a doctor if counted accurately is the leading cause of death in America.
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rin1948

Your exactly right “mis-diagnosis”
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avk1974

Note, they are already doing this at Drs owce now. I went to the dermatologist and the question not on

intake papers but asked by the nurse when you get to the room is basically describe why you are there,

I think she said what is your birth date and quick as anything what is your COVID vaccination status

(what? don't other v status matter?). I was so surprised I said I didn't prefer to answer. I can only

imagine what they marked me down as. I think the answer should have been "I have seen my

unvaccinated friends get proWled and subjected to discrimination and inequity over the last couple

years and in solidarity to them, I am not participating in providing any statistics which may help

unjustly proWle them further.
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janinelargentyahoo.com

They already have the database; your EHR. Obama's 2009, 2700 page American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act had a provision in it to develop electronic health records called the HITECH Act.

Initially they were discussing the development of electronic MEDICAL records but the name was

changed to include social determinants of "health". The HITECH Act provided incentives for physicians

and hospitals that accept Medicare and Medicaid to develop EHRs. There were very speciWc

requirements including "real time" data, "whenever and wherever", "interoperable" across all systems

and platforms as well as the ability of public health to monitor for emerging diseases and potential

medical trial participants. HIPPA makes it possible for these "interested parties" to access EHRS. The

Wrst benchmark was in 2011 and the completion was, ironically, 2019. The only thing lacking was the

individual patient identiWer which congress funded in March of 2022
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my_RNA_DNA

Trust the government? Are you kidding?
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epi-cure

Throw another log on the Biden Wre:  

 rumble.com/v2iummx-former-obama-staffer-reveals-corruption-involving-h..
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lin3741

Nothing goes through the House, or Congress, or whatever proper channels any more. Everything now

is “executive orders” which IMO is nothing short of dictatorship. And nobody seems concerned in the

least. Tippy top just doing whatever they dam well please and passing new “laws” at the drop of a hat

whenever the mood strikes them as the wind blows. Sure sounds like dictatorship to me!
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LuciaTro

My only question is if this code for unvaccinated status is in your records whether you have the right to

have it removed?
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artist.jill

Related topic -- CBDCs. Not sure if this news has already gotten posted here, but, recent

announcement: www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-digital-currency-monetary-authori..  ~ ~ ~

OK, now, to balance that dreadful news, you might follow this fellow truth warrior if you aren't already:

the brilliant attorney John Titus - “Best Evidence” - on Youtube (just in case you can’t Wnd him there

coming up, check Substack.) Check him out for clear explanations of how the monetary system really

works, and engaging critiques of centralized banking. You will want to view his "CBDC and the Fed's

Plan to Weaponize Money” www.youtube.com/watch  I consider Titus a masterful teacher.

I also have enormous appreciation for his ability to detect and call out spin and deceptive doublespeak.

And as always, I’m grateful to our fabulous Dr Mercola for bringing this issue to our attention early on!

Blessings and strength to all!! ~ ~ ~ PS For those concerned about the news about the mRNA-based

“vaccines” in pork production, please check out my post from yesterday on the pertinent article. I

shared the reply that I was pleased to receive after I contacted a family owned, high standards pork

producer local/ regional to me.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

TashuS

Is there a loop hole that I can use to stop my Dr. owce from using that code in my medical records? I

messaged my Dr. about it when I read about it a few months ago and was told this is done so that they

don't keep asking about my vaxx status.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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Jeremiah.8

"New diagnostic codes that describe a patient as under-immunized against COVID-19 were introduced

to help doctors identify patients potentially at risk for more-severe COVID and to help health owcials

track vaccine effectiveness and mortality statistics, among other public health questions, not for U.S.

government tracking of unvaccinated individuals, as some are claiming online. In other words: they're

tracking us. And this new ad making the rounds on the internet...The new blockbuster treatment that

has even Sam Smith dropping pounds by the day.

“Screwitall” has entered the market to gasps of amazement by the experts at CDC, NIH et al for its

unprecedented effectiveness in causing even the most stubborn fat to literally fall off your body. In

addition Screwitall’ can lower blood pressure to a staggering 20/10 mm Hg within hours. And if that

were no enough Screwitall’ has reduced blood sugar ranges in some cases to as low as 3 mg/ Dl. The

news of this new treatment is spreading like wildWre, so order now before supplies run out. Go to :

Decompositionmakesuthyn.com to order your 90 day supply before it’s too late!

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Lee1959

Screwitall YES!

Posted On 04/19/2023
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DJWEBBSR

In the country of the blind, a one-eyed person is king! The idea being that the world is run by people

keeping their crimes secret from the rest of humanity. The Wctional book the Godfather used this

technique to control people in various positions of authority. Who is to say it was not used in fact as

well as Wction? The one-eyed person referred to was a mind reader. In the Bible, in the New Testament,

it speciWcally says no one except Jesus is without sin. I can believe that. Well open your eyes people.

All of these government people have sinned, are sinning, and will continue to do so in the near future.

And we are talking major sins. Like killing off people when it becomes convenient to do so. And not

one of them is in jail for those sins. I was in an Emergency Room to get some tests done. 26 people in

close proximate distance to one another with numerous illnesses for hours at a time. That is doctors

generating patients! The pharmacy business is well aware of those sins. And they are also well aware

of taking advantage of those sins for their own proWt. Until those sins are exposed? Nothing will

change.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Kitera

Canadian gov't response - what?? - the big world doesn't really consult us unless they want money and

we just obey without question.  Bigger problems to solve - how to get our PM out of trouble for shaddy

dealings. Unless those stories can be "curated" we may lose our liberal gov't. Anyway the US makes all

decisions and sends us copies of instructions and we make 13 copies - send them to the provinces

and no further though required.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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murdockak

Dr Mercola your common sense approach and medical knowledge are superb, and I highly value your

recommendations on almost all subjects you cover. Regarding our status as individuals, have you

considered that the government at all levels in every imf participating country is a Wction government

acting under color of law as a private for proWt corporation? Have you considered that there is another

way to be free from the tyranny of either a us baased or a global “government” mandate regarding our

individual health? I have taken steps to remove myself from any such condition that would take away

my individual Divine right of conscience :Russel-Jay: Gould.

From his website fortheclaimofthelife.com has provided a safety net opportunity for anyone who

wishes to crest joinder with him to be a free individual untouchable by the corrupt corporate

governance under which most people are caught. Please research these possibilities for true freedom

and let your readers know of yet more real ways to be freed from medical tyranny! Thank you for your

most excellent knowledge base and pure volition to do good in the world! :Karson-M: Branham. Life

claimant and postmaster

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

IzzyKitty

Sadly I had to go to ER in February of this year. I was asked if I was "up to date" with immunizations. My

response was "What does this have to do with the reason I'm here?" No one said anything, next thing I

know they're shoving a stick up my nose without an explanation, the gal did it so fast I didn't know what

was going on. Apparently it was a "covid" test. My records re^ect my "no covid" jab. Can anyone tell me

how to heal a hiatal hernia so to keep me from having surgery? The last place I want to go is a dr or

hospital. Thank you.
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mammywitch

This site advises to have surgery to repair a hernia because it is an opening through which another

body part slides...but there are some good options on this site for helping with relief for the misery

of a hiatal hernia...hope this helps you!

www.pristyncare.com/blog/natural-remedies-to-cure-hiatal-hernia-pc0135..

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

wendyb.

Thank you, Mammywitch, for the link to ways dealing with hiatal hernia. I noted in the Wrst

suggestion about the downward massage, it says to lie down ^at. I’ve had a few start-up hiatal

hernias and instinctively did the massage but, I did NOT lie ^at. I sat half-way up with my back

straight, propped and relaxed and it allowed the help from gravity with downward massage to take

it down.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

ThyroidGirl

castor oil packs

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

IzzyKitty

Thyroidgirl - I don't know how castor oil packs will help but I will deWnitely check this out, at the

moment I'll try anything with an ounce of promise! Thank you.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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jef9075

If at some point you feel you need to have the surgery, I would recommend that you read...

"Hospitals And Health"-- Your Orthomolecular Guide to a Shorter, Safer Hospital Stay by Abram

Hoffer, M.D.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

rin1948

Yes! Go to ..  info@IQoro.com .. it is a Swedish based company.. their product is a devise that you

insert in your mouth that with routine exercise will eliminate a hiatus hernia.. it exercises 148

different digestion muscles.. I believe it will work and I’m trying to contact some friends in Sweden

who are coming to the states to visit and hopefully I will get my own soon? It’s not available for

purchase online here in the US yet because I think they are waiting on the corrupt FDA to approve

it! Hope this helps you Rinny

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

Lee1959

I have wondered some of the same. I am on Levothyroxine and I have to go in yearly just to get a

years' supply okayed. Another way to get around this?

Posted On 04/19/2023
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IzzyKitty

rin1948 - thank you I will deWnitely check this out and see if perhaps circumstances have changed

with FDA.

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

IzzyKitty

jef9075 - thank you for the reference I will deWnitely read this book. I have a big dislike for

Dr's/hospitals. They are nothing more than a death trap sadly I do need to see someone and I will

take every precaution possible to keep myself safe. Thanks again!

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

aorist

You are so right. My husband 74 and I 70 have not have shots for years including the jabs yet in the

mail comes 4 pcr test kits for our use. We did not order or want as we won't take their tests either. So

who ordered and who paid?

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

catladyjan

Oh my gosh, we keep getting test kits in the mail too! I presume they know we are on medicare. We

do not get ^u shots and did not get Covid shots and have no intention of getting any shots. I threw

them in the garbage.
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wendyb.

I would experiment with them in both tap water and toilet water. Just curious.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

HumbleChef

Just wanted to send out a heads up in case anyone else gets a call from the CDC. Call came on my

mobile phone which I do not give out except certain times. I got a call from CDC yesterday but I told

them I didn't have time for the call. I thought it was a scam. I checked the number it was a CDC number.

I wish now I would have taken call to see what they wanted after I read your article this am. It makes

me wonder since I had yearly check up last month and have not taken any jabs. I wonder what their

response would have been if I told them I had all vaccines?

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

catladyjan

Don't take the call.......they can check if you really did get the shots or not. I hang up immediately.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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srg03462

They have been posting vaccine status for years. On the way out of my yearly well visits, I used to get a

printout of my visit and any issues listed (which I always thought was odd) and on the top in bold black

letters it always said REFUSED FLU SHOT. Guess they needed it to subtract the $$$ I wasn't giving

them. I always made fun of it on the way out.....I love making light of the lunacy we deal with in the

medical world. But it is pathetic!

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

cat86887

I recently noticed my jab status code has appeared on my 'account' on a medical patient access

system.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Robert from Alberta Canada

Politically/Socially/Economically/Eugenically Aware Cover Up Tracking People Who/WHO Mandated

and Facilitated the Killbox Injections - TO THANK THEM. Ed Dowd: covid was to build the control grid

fakeotube.com/video/5909/ed-dowd-covid-was-to-build-the-control-grid  "when my doctor's nurse

asked me if I was vaccinated. I suspected this was going to happen and"... asked him if "he/she" was

genitally mutilated and now likely unable to go 'eff himself... but thanks very much for asking though.

Q: So who is still going to the WEF/WHO/MSM/Vatican/Washington DC/DOD/City of London

Banker/Big Pharma sponsored Witch Doctors/population reducers? A: The Zombies. [Eugenics

works... and it's OK] Dr. William Makis Says COVID Vaccine Injury Reports Are Being Blocked in Alberta,

Canada www.bitchute.com/.../DsgvWp0Fs2pM  seed171.bitchute.com/.../DsgvWp0Fs2pM.mp4   Denis

Rancourt on Covid vaccine deaths -

jermwarfare.podbean.com/e/denis-rancourt-on-covid-vaccine-deaths/
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RichardNoakes

NanoGraW Company (check them out on Google) developed an intranasal Covid vaccine and PCR Tests

with nanoparticles which make graphene nanotubes. At 5G frequencies of 42.6 Hz per second, the

1.2mm nanotubes injected into the vaccines resonate and propagate a high energy signal at the

average speed of human thought., the precise nanotube length of 1.2 nanometers of 1.210.9m Since

the writer already knew the 5G microwave frequency in the 10 to 300Hz range, she noticed the curious

coincidence of how it cancelled out those precise powers of 10 in the well known wave mechanics

formula which presumably, anyone with an engineering background would understand (beyond me

however) The average neuron sends signals at about 180 km/h When combined, these factors would

increase the speed to 432 km/h Some humans think faster than others so there is a lot of variation.

So with the average thought speed of 180 km/h that is, 180,000 meters over 3,600 seconds: 50 meters

per second. This wave speed of the human brain is achievable for ordinary nanotubes and frequencies

radiated by 5G antennas this is not speculation but science and combined techniques and Wts a

precise physical formula which is incontestable. These graphene nanotubes are injected with the

vaccines and act on the microwaves emitted by a 5G antenna at the same frequency that human

beings think, so through these nano particles, 5G antennas can modify the thoughts of those

vaccinated. Like Robots or Zombies, controlled by 5G Transmissions And if the above is true why was

this deliberately done by your government and mine?

Posted On 04/18/2023
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Brocephus

Richard Noakes , I am somewhat baÇed why very few who seem to be aware something nefarious

is going on with Covid’ have shown little to no interest in the role Charles Lieber’s arrest and his

collaboration with the Wuhan Lab has played and also his study and patents with graphene oxide.

Lieber holds numerous patents with nanotechnology involving graphene oxide and merging it with

human cells. In one such patented experiment in 2012 Lieber and a host of what were likely CCP

scientists combined human cells with graphene nanowires in vitro. Lieber was arrested in Jan of

2020 with suitcases stuffed with cash along with 2 Chinese Nationals who were likely CCP .

I think Lieber is probably a Marxist and because of this he wanted the CCP to gain the upper hand

with the use of nanotech over western countries. Lieber has collaborated with the WIV for well over

a decade and Fauci has been in the middle of this for about as long. I literally have hundreds of

article links regarding Graphene Oxide and it’s applications in technological/biological-(trans

humanism) I found it very strange when 30.1 million masks were recalled in the Quebec Canada

are as they were found to contain microscopic graphene oxide particles’.

ejbnews.com/masks-contain-deadly-graphene-oxide-nanoparticles-indicted..  so is/was the CCP

who likely oversee the production of all medical products in China trying to get graphene oxide into

peoples bodies by any means possible. Liebers arrest—

www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-na..

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Brocephus

www.nas.org/.../the-rise-and-fall-of-charles-lieber
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Brocephus

So on the news today the hearings on Capitol Hill , 3+ years in and they think it was a leak’ . Are you

kidding me,,,, I knew immediately it was a deliberate release, hell there was a pandemic exercise’ in

Oct of 2019 . I guess the wheels of Justice do grind slowly but please people remove your head

from your lower intestines. www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/.../event201

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Brocephus

On March 10, 2010 the National Insititute of Health published a report titled, “Graphene and

Nanowire Transistors for Cellular Interfaces and Electrical Recording.” Lieber’s team included

Israeli Tzahi Cohen-Karni and Communist Chinese researchers Quan Qing, Qiang Li, Ying Fang  The

next year Harvard was licensing the graphene oxide nanoparticle’s DNA sequencing the Lieber

team studied in 2010. Like ghouls they wanted to listen to the reaction of a chicken embryo heart

after it was injected with the DNA binding graphene oxide nanoparticle. Researchers listened to the

electrical signals the single atom graphene oxide transmitted from the embryo’s heart.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

rrealrose

So what's the story with companies selling 5G smartphones with chips that cannot actually use

5G? Did I get that wrong? And aren't 5G dangers dependent on emission strength plus wavelength,

plus distance from the emitter? So many warning voices yet few agree with eachother.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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grulla

And let's not forget Dr. M's articles on voltage gated calcium channels, (VGCC).

bengreenWeldlife.com/.../emf

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Robert from Alberta Canada

WE LIVE IN A SOCIETY WHERE THE MENTALLY ILL /[HYPERSANE] POLITICIANS/GLOBALISTS SET

THE RULES AND THE "SANE" HAVE ALLOWED THEIR [PUBLICALLY ENDORSED] SEXUAL DEPRAVITI

www.bitchute.com/.../Cu5rDTACODiz  Eugenics works... just go with it... the situation is

self-correcting... the solution to high prices is high prices, the solution to insanity is insanity and also

Hypersanity... situational awareness, preparedness and patience. Mercola readers are The Control

Group. "In contrast, hypersane people are calm, contained, and constructive. It is not just that the

"sane" are irrational but that they lack scope and range, as though they’ve grown into the prisoners of

their arbitrary lives, locked up in their own dark and narrow subjectivity.

Unable to take leave of their selves, they hardly look around them, barely see beauty and possibility,

rarely contemplate the bigger picture — and all, ultimately, for fear of losing themselves, of breaking

down, of going mad, using one form of extreme subjectivity to defend against another, as life —

mysterious, magical life — slips through their Wngers. Besides Jung, are there any modern examples of

hypersanity?

Those who escaped from Plato’s cave of shadows were reluctant to crawl back down and involve

themselves in the affairs of men, and most hypersane people, rather than courting the limelight, might

prefer to hide out in their back gardens" or the back forty of their one-sixty... and with Hypersane Herr

Doktor Mercola et al. www.psychologytoday.com/ca/blog/hide-and-seek/201908/hypersanity  While

the Hypersane might seem to be living in a world of their own, this is only because they have delved

more deeply into the way things are than those "sane" people around them.
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Robert from Alberta Canada

Is this why O'Keefe was Wred? Media cover-up. AOC, [Alex the tranny/actor politician] to Joe and Nancy

on Jan 6, 2021, "The public doesn't fear us anymore, and you had better do something."... "We can't

allow those who showed up to get away with it." The Anglo-American Gulag Archipelago - it's not Wction

either. www.bitchute.com/.../4I74LYCr1PqB   [... and just how much of this "revealed" psyopera is also

agitprop psyopera... too?] There's no conspiracy here folks... just get the damn vaccine.

www.youtube.com/watch
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wendyb.

I watched a short video from a guy who went through a Walmart and somehow got access to what the

survalence cameras were recording. It showed the cameras spot-framing the people passing by but,

they continually missed him. He pointed out his shadows showing up on the screen but, the cameras

were not picking up on him with their framing captures. Why? Because he’s not vaccinated.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Lee1959

Link to that? I would love to see it.

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

wendyb.

Not sure how to link it, Lee, but it’s ’Mister Holistic - DeWnition of a pureblood’ and was on

Instagram.
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VanTheMan88

I'm researching 'owcial' vaccination numbers per country at the moment. Countries could only do this

by keeping some degree of information on who in their population has taken and who hasn't taken

them. So I this isn't breaking news. But it's ominous. Apparently, Macau, Brunei, the U.A.E. and Qatar

are at over 99% "fully-vaccinated", which in this case must mean two jabs, not that ridiculous "at least

three to be fully vaxxed now" b.s. That's the whole population, so that includes children... Remember

that they're fearful. Despite all that propaganda, all the threats, all the pressure, you have anywhere

near to a Wfth up to a third of people in most developed countries having not taken a single shot, and

that inverts to being majorities of populations in most less developed countries.

I strongly recommend anyone reading this to check out Otis' link. It allows us to owcially be part of a

control group of unvaxxed for research purposes. This is exactly what we need and could be very

useful to us. You don't only have to tell people who badger or question you about your vaxx status that

you refuse, or however you want to word it. You can tell them that you're taking part in a scientiWc

study. Will throw many people off. Doctors: "research suggests..." You: "I'm helping with research"

Posted On 04/18/2023
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Robert from Alberta Canada

A case of fatal multi-organ in^ammation following COVID-19 vaccination of 14-year-old Japanese girl -

Healthy and active, athletic team Died unexpectedly Dr. John Campbell - Japan pathology (VIDEO

REMOVED FROM YOUTUBE) odysee.com/.../drjohncampbell123:d    

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1344622323000548     | |

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1344622323000548     /pdfft?isDTMRedir=true&download=true

14-year-old Japanese girl Healthy and active, athletic team Died unexpectedly Two days after receiving

the third dose of the BNT1262b2 mRNA COVID-19 vaccine, (10th August 2022) Autopsy Wndings.

Congestive edema of the lungs T-cell lymphocytic and macrophage inWltration Lungs Pericardium

Myocardium (left atria and left ventricle) Atrial myopericarditis Liver Kidneys Stomach Duodenum

Bladder Diaphragm No preceding Infection Allergy Drug toxicity exposure Diagnosis Post-vaccination

Pneumonia Myopericarditis Hepatitis Nephritis Gastroenteritis Cystitis Myositis Proximal cause of

death Atrial myopericarditis probably caused fatal arrhythmia, Leading to cardiac failure and death.

More details Post-vaccination myocarditis and pericarditis have been increasingly reported Male

adolescents Higher incidence of pericarditis with a good prognosis Middle-aged and older patients

More likely to have severe myocarditis The day after vaccination Developed a fever of 37.9 C Some

breathing diwculties The following morning Not breathing, pale appearance In cardiopulmonary arrest

when paramedics arrived Resuscitated Died 45 hours after the third vaccination. After the Wrst dose of

vaccine on 12th September 2021 Arm pain without fever Day after the second dose on 3rd October

2021 Fever less than 38 C Autopsy Wndings... odysee.com/.../drjohncampbell123:d     ....

media-covers-up... but just get your damn vaccine... eugenics and the graphene in the

"vaccines/injections" work "beautifully" with soft kill plausible deniabilit
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Robert from Alberta Canada

Yes, even this article/topic is part of the fear campaign... for the semi-non-zombie unvaxxed cowards

who are easily spooked... the "real" tranny vaxx trackers, contact tracers and Vaxx Checker Chekists et

al will get whacked... so they really got to want to. Search - BitChute - Chekist

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=chekist&kind=video&sort=new  [when you ain't got nothing to lose

at least try to take out a few(s)... just for the fun of it... besides most of us Van Pelt(s) here are way too

old to die young at this point in the big Jew-Jumanji game] The Chekist (1992) - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

jhy7142

Yes Robert many videos of real history if people werent so gullibly lazy. Nothing worse than a

Ignorantly lazy historian . I guess it goes hand and hand with Fraudcis trust the science . Trust

what the money lenders have told you they would never try to decei ve you history majors now

would they .

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

rin1948

But Robert, “it’s all for the greater good”!!
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shirline

WE PAY ALL OF THEIR WAGES AND BASED ON OUR CONSTITUTION WE CAN MAKE OUR OWN

DECISIONS REGARDING OUR OWN HEALTH, PERIOD!!!! IF FORCED AGAINST OUR WILL WE SHOULD

STOP PAYING THEM!

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

See you in jail.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Heimdall1

Get the what is it called in English the mark of the beast to be able to go ahead trading.

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

Brocephus

We are not there yet,,, I believe it will be enforced under penalty of death at the midpoint of what is

Biblically known as the time of Jacob’s Trouble ie when the church age closes and God again

focuses on the Jewish remnant which encompasses the Wnal 7 years in the present epoch of time.

Have a look at this patent number and the fact it alludes to technology embedded in humans

tracking them and generates.  pay’. patentscope.wipo.int/.../detail.jsf   The Lord in his Word has

given us numerous warnings.

Posted On 04/18/2023
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Heimdall1

@Brocephus That sounds interesting. Always coming across the 7 like the planets in our system or

Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. Which god would that be El Elohim or El Shaddai? Before Luther was

used to translate it wrongly there was more than one god in the bible. That's why they say let us

make.... The church age should be closing now when the cosmic age of Pisces ends as the pope

was the Wsh head as I call him, if you see his head. Some say it already ended some say not. I

thought 2032 might be a good time, but haven't checked. It should be seen when one zodiac

disappears in the east and another comes up in the west. Must remember to translate the

Revelation of the Revelation John one day.

Posted On 04/19/2023

 

Mercola_Fan

Robert from Alberta Canada, Right on!

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

mrrobb

well DISMANTLE the US Governments

Posted On 04/18/2023

 

mrrobb

RF info you might observe pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26556835

Posted On 04/19/2023
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